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Editor’s Foreword

Two years ago cardiologist Michael Sabom published *Light & Death* (1998), the long-awaited sequel to his trailblazing *Recollections of Death* (1982), a book that was widely acclaimed for its methodological sophistication and rational consideration of alternative hypotheses to explain near-death experiences (NDEs). *Light & Death*, reviewed in the Fall 1999 issue of the Journal (Gibbs, 1999), has stirred up controversy not only because of its conservative Christian interpretation of NDEs and its unique report of a profound NDE in a person with a documented “flat EEG,” but also because of its cogent criticisms of near-death research methodology. Sabom raised substantive questions about the potential role of investigators’ personal beliefs in biasing their selection of research participants, their interpretation of the data, and even the NDE accounts experiencers relate to them. This issue of the Journal is devoted to an exploration of those crucial issues, and it does so in a rather extraordinary manner for an academic journal.

In our lead article, transpersonal psychologist and near-death research pioneer Kenneth Ring, a major target of Sabom’s criticisms, defends his research and expounds on what he calls “religious wars in the NDE movement,” the use or misuse of information about and from NDEs to further partisan agendas. Sabom then responds to Ring’s comments with a different perspective on what constitutes interpretation or misinterpretation of research results. Both authors express strong opinions and feelings that have long been percolating under the surface of near-death research, but have never before been aired in print because of their controversial and inflammatory nature. Because of this, we are taking the extraordinary measure of allowing Ring and Sabom to voice these concerns in personal letters addressed to each other, rather than in the style of traditional academic papers.

Needless to say, the opinions and feelings expressed in these contributions do not necessarily reflect those of the Editor, the Journal, the International Association for Near-Death Studies, or its Board of Directors. We are permitting Ring and Sabom this unusual latitude for the expression of their views in the hope that readers will be stimulated to ponder the difficulties inherent in separating one’s conduct of scientific research from the often deeply personal and passionately-held beliefs that may have inspired (or become inspired by) one’s research.
experiences. Toward that end, we conclude this issue with an article by Mormon near-death researcher Arvin Gibson which proposes that we recast such "religious wars" into an opportunity for healthy competition among differing worldviews. Such competition might then become an occasion for researchers to develop increasingly sophisticated understandings of the context in which we approach the near-death experience.
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Bruce Greyson, M.D.
Religious Wars in the NDE Movement: Some Personal Reflections on Michael Sabom's *Light & Death*

Kenneth Ring, Ph.D.
*Kentfield, CA*

**ABSTRACT:** After a short personal glance at the early days of the field of near-death studies, I offer an "open letter" to Michael Sabom in response to his book, *Light & Death* (Sabom, 1998). This letter is in effect both a reply to certain criticisms Sabom has made of my work and an attempt to make public certain significant changes in my own view of near-death experiences (NDEs) since the publication of *Heading Toward Omega* (Ring, 1984), particularly in regard to their being a catalyst for higher consciousness. The second part of this essay presents a personal perspective on the ideological role of religion in the NDE movement, which I see as corrupting the original vision that prompted the formation of the field of near-death studies. I end with an ecumenical call for a return to the values of nontheologically driven inquiry with which near-death studies began.

Just a few days before sitting down to write this essay, I found myself in Florida with an old friend from the early days of near-death research and "the NDE movement," even before there was an International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS), a friend whom I had not seen for many years. John Audette is not a widely known name these days in NDE circles, but anyone familiar with the history of near-death research will know that without John's pioneering networking and zeal, the field of near-death studies and IANDS itself might never have come into being. It was John, for example, who first introduced Raymond Moody to Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, who then wrote the foreword to Moody's ground-breaking book, *Life After Life* (Moody, 1975). It was also John who almost single-handedly was responsible for directing the activities of the Association for the Scientific Study...
of Near-Death Phenomena, which was the immediate predecessor of IANDS, of which John then became the first Executive Director. And, finally, it was John who organized the very first meeting, in November of 1977, at the University of Virginia, of the initial band of researchers who would then join with Raymond Moody to create the field of near-death studies and, a few years later, IANDS.

I was one of those whom John had recruited to come to that event, where in addition to Raymond Moody, I was to meet, among others, Bruce Greyson and Michael Sabom, both of whom were then already engaged, as I was, in some of the immediate post-Moody NDE research with which our field was to begin. And indeed, the five of us—Audette, Moody, Greyson, Sabom and I—were to remain in very close contact over the next few years and enjoyed a wonderful and warm fellowship as we plotted the course of our still nascent field of near-death studies and its organizational vehicle, IANDS.

Now, more than two decades later, sitting with John in Florida after so many years since we each had seen the other, it was natural for our conversation to wander back to those exciting beginning days and then to move forward into a consideration of the many changes the field of near-death studies has since undergone in the process of becoming a part of our popular culture, emerging as a kind of NDE movement with its own leading personalities, social dynamics, and contending missionary agendas. What we have today in the NDE movement, John and I agreed, was a far cry from either what we were or what we had envisaged in those early years. And to set the stage for the personal reflections to follow, it might be helpful here if I took a moment to give my own reading of who we were then and what kind of aims animated this original group of near-death researchers.

I use the noun "researchers" here quite deliberately because, essentially, that was how we principally regarded ourselves, I think. Moody, though not a trained researcher, had nevertheless unwittingly inaugurated our field by conducting the research for *Life After Life*, and the other four of us were either then or would shortly afterward be involved in carrying out our own investigations of NDEs. As for our consensual objectives, these were summed up quite straightforwardly in the name of the first NDE organization we founded, the Association for the Scientific Study of Near-Death Phenomena. As physicians, psychologists, and social scientists, we were primarily interested then in establishing the NDE's credentials as a valid phenomenon worthy of careful scientific investigation and scholarly concern.
To be sure, all of us even then understood that in advocating the study of the NDE, we would be arousing and possibly threatening vested religious or spiritual interests and we were all aware that NDEs certainly had religious and spiritual import, but we did not band together either to serve or to undermine those institutions. Our own religious affiliations, or lack of them, varied, but they did not seem particularly relevant to something apparently so universal as the NDE, and I personally do not remember whether we even mentioned, much less discussed, our own religious or spiritual orientation at the time. Our concern was chiefly to put the NDE on the map by advocating its study, by conducting our own research, and by creating an organization that would further both.

Of us all, perhaps no one proved a better exemplar of what we sought to achieve than the cardiologist, Michael Sabom. An extremely careful and systematic researcher, Sabom's early book, *Recollections of Death* (Sabom, 1982), was a model of rigorous exploration of and incisive and objective commentary on the nature and significance of NDEs. And the meticulous work he reported in that volume is still often cited as providing the first compelling evidence for the authenticity of the NDE, namely, external corroboration for accurate and conventionally inexplicable visual perceptions during NDEs. After reading Sabom's book, I wrote a very laudatory review of it in IANDS' newsletter, *Vital Signs* (Ring, 1981), which was representative of the high favor it found in the then-emerging NDE community. And in John Gibbs' review of Sabom's recent book (Gibbs, 1999), written nearly 20 years after my review, he wrote that *Recollections of Death* still elicits deserved praise.

It is ironic, then, that it should be Sabom's latest book, the only one he has published since *Recollections of Death*, that so clearly reflects how far he now is, and perhaps how far many of us currently are, from the early ideals and goals that moved us to create the field of near-death studies in the first place. In fact, in a way, Sabom's two books, separated by the better part of two decades, together can well serve to illustrate the trend of things—and to my mind, it is an insidious one—in the NDE movement from those beginning days to the present moment where we stand on the edge of a new millennium.

Sabom's recent work—and how it is in some ways so decisively and disturbingly different in tone from his initial writings in the field—did much to trigger the kind of retrospectively-tinged discussion John and I held recently in Florida, and helped to stimulate some of the ideas for this essay. But from this point on, I would like to exempt John from the
proceedings and offer my own views on why I find Sabom's new book, for all its considerable merits, nevertheless so deeply unsettling.

A Personal Response to Light & Death

Since Gibbs has already provided a comprehensive review of Light & Death (Gibbs, 1999), and one with which I largely concur, I would like instead to focus on some selected aspects of Sabom's book that have personal significance to me and that I find particularly troubling. And I would also ask the indulgence to frame this section of my essay differently, too, and make it more in the form of an extended letter to Sabom rather than an impersonal critique as such. The reason for this unusual request actually stems from a cordial letter that Mike, as I will now call him since we have been friends for years (and also because he sometimes refers to me by my first name in his book), wrote to me to accompany a copy of his new book. In it, he mentioned that in featuring chapters concerned with the work of several different near-death researchers, specifically, Moody, the cardiologist Maurice Rawlings, and me, that they "could just as well been titled, 'Letters to Ken, Raymond and Maurice' respectively" and were written in the hope of fostering "an open dialogue in the months and years to come regarding these matters" (M. Sabom, personal communication, November 4, 1998). It is thus in response to Mike's own invitation that I offer the comments to follow and present them in an epistolary form, which I hope will further the dialogue between us. So, in effect, this is "my letter to Mike."

To begin with, I want to tell you that there is much about your book I admire. On the whole, I read the first six chapters with a sense of real appreciation for both the quality of the case material you presented and the new ground your broke, particularly in regard to issues of faith, prayer, and healing in connection with the NDE. And I share with you the conviction that the case of Pam Reynolds, whose story you told so dramatically, is probably the single best instance we now have in the literature on NDEs to confound the skeptics and to thin the line to the vanishing point between near- and after-death experiences. Your bringing this extremely significant case to the attention of the NDE community is characteristic of you, too—and is still another seminal contribution you have made to this field. And I was of course pleased to see your making use of some of my own instruments in your work, such as the Life Changes Inventory, and reporting results on NDE aftereffects that very much squared with some of my earlier findings.
All in all, it was clear to me on reading these chapters of your book that *Light & Death* was, as your first book had been, another rich treasury of insights and findings for the NDE community as well as for the larger public concerned with this phenomenon.

Of course, it was not lost upon me, even in reading these chapters, that your own religious beliefs and commitments, which you later indicated have strengthened and deepened with the years since we were last in touch, would be brought to bear on your inquiry in a significant way. As you yourself pointed out early on, you had kept these pretty much out of the picture in *Recollections of Death*, but now you knew you had a commitment to honor and no longer conceal this important facet of your life and show its relevance to your work. All this, I must confess, gave rise to a certain disquiet as I read the first portion of your book. I knew before you were done that I would have to reckon with this, and see what I made of it.

I did not have to wait long because the very next chapter, which you significantly entitled “Church: Battleground for the NDE,” was mostly about me, and it had an edge, a certain subtle animus, a tone of underlying innuendo that I found both surprising and unfair. Well, hear me out, Mike, and see if you can appreciate how this read from my point of view. At the least, I hope I can defend myself from some the charges you lay against me.

You started by recalling the occasion when John Audette (though you did not mention him by name) brought all of us near-death researchers together to meet Raymond Moody in Charlottesville in November, 1977. You got a few details wrong here—we did not all fly there, for example (I actually drove down from Connecticut with my then research assistant, Sue Palmer, and Bruce Greyson was still at the University of Virginia, and not the University of Michigan)—but these are mere cAVi ls. One other error, though, seemed to be a little more revealing and possibly a bit pointed, in view of where you eventually went in this chapter.

I had noticed earlier in your book that you liked to employ certain novelistic touches, in the fashion of Michael Crichton, particularly at the beginning of your chapters, to heighten the dramatic effect of some of the cases you presented. Take, for example, the opening passages of your chapter on Pam Reynolds:

The Midas Rex whirlwind bone saw, rotating at a constant 73,000 rpm, was deftly held by the surgeon like a brush in the hand of an artist. A loud whirling noise, similar to that of a dentist’s drill, filled the sterile air of the operating room. Brain surgery was about to begin. (p. 37)
Perhaps it was with something of the same stylistic flourish that when you came to describe meeting me, you presented this image to the reader: “Ken’s full beard and long brown curly hair would have given him the appearance of an Old Testament prophet if it hadn’t been for the blue jeans and brown penny loafers he was wearing at the time” (p. 132). Well, you got the clothes and the hair right, but actually I was beardless at the time (and I have a photograph to prove it, incidentally), as I still am. But given that you later represented me, rather like I understand Maurice Rawlings did in one of his books, as the prophet of “the Omega religion,” I could not help reflecting afterward whether you had been already subtly preparing the reader for my later emergence as the would-be head of this faux religion.

In due course, however, you described my metamorphosis from a careful researcher to a man in search of the road to Omega who had apparently completely lost his scientific objectivity as he followed a kind of religious quest—or so you would have your readers believe. In discussing the research for my book, *Heading Toward Omega* (Ring, 1984), you correctly quoted some of my own statements concerning its methodological shortcomings and limitations, but you misrepresented it in other ways. For example, you claimed that I interviewed “a highly select group of 20 or so near-death experiencers” (p. 134). I do not know where you got that impression, Mike. First of all, there was nothing “highly selected” about the persons who comprised the interviewees for this research; they were just the people who happened to come to my attention at the time or who sought me out. As far as that goes, you never said how you selected your Atlanta sample of NDErs. Just as some NDErs may have come to my door and remained, as it were, to be interviewed, I assume you got yours in pretty much the same way. Random sampling procedures have never been exactly de rigueur in our field, as I am sure you would agree. Second, I actually interviewed 42 (not “20 or so”) NDErs for this study—about the same number (47) that you had for your Atlanta study, actually. Furthermore, as I plainly stated in my book (Ring, 1984, p. 29), there were a total of 111 NDErs who participated in this research, plus some control group subjects, so my overall sample was actually quite a bit larger than you reported. And, finally, concerning the methodological limitations of the study and my alleged lack of scientific caution, it is interesting to me that after quoting me partially on these matters, you failed to indicate what I wrote immediately afterward, so let me remind you here:

As a result of these methodological deficiencies, some of the conclusions I will draw will have to be taken tentatively from a scientific
point of view. Perhaps they should be regarded as hypotheses to be more rigorously tested in subsequent research. I would encourage and welcome such investigations. (Ring, 1984, p. 30)

And as you yourself pointed out there have now been any number of investigations—to the best of my knowledge carried out in at least four different countries so far—that have in fact broadly confirmed the pattern of aftereffects I first delineated in Heading Toward Omega. Indeed, even in Light & Death you described some of your own recent findings on such variables, using some the same measures I employed in Heading Toward Omega, and you reported the same results. You cannot have it both ways, Mike. You cannot impugn my research for its putative lack of objectivity and the in next breath concede that, with one possible exception (to be discussed in a moment), pretty much everybody else, including you, has found what I did!

In any case, after having raised doubts both about my motives and my research findings, you then zero in on one particular chapter of my book that deals with what I found having to do with changes in religious and spiritual orientations following NDEs. And it is here, Mike, where it seems to me you were guilty of some very blatant distortions and misrepresentations. Let me simply try to show you where and how, and take things one at a time.

You began by describing one of my questionnaires, the Religious Beliefs Inventory (RBI), and state that its findings "delivered a clear message to Ken: the near-death experience led people away from a [and then, seeming to quote me] 'more conventional (Christian) religious orientation'" (pp. 134–135).

Mike, I never said that. When I checked the page reference you cited, what I actually wrote was that agreement with certain items on the RBI would imply "a more conventional (Christian) religious orientation" (Ring, 1984, p. 145). You have therefore misrepresented me here.

Immediately afterward you cited a 1980 article of mine that I will return to later in another context in which I had warned against a danger I even then perceived that the findings of NDE research could be, as it were, hijacked and used for propagandistic purposes by individuals with an obvious religious agenda. You then reproached me for apparently violating my own strictures by quoting this passage from Heading Toward Omega:

the real significance of the NDE here may not be simply that it promotes spiritual growth ... as much as the kind of spiritual growth it promotes. (p. 135, quoting from Ring, 1984, p. 144, and adding italics and ellipses)
But, Mike, what exactly is the problem here? I am simply reporting a clear implication of the data from my study; I am not actually advocating anything, and I certainly have no religious ax to grind. There was nothing in my 1980 article that proscribed studying the spiritual or religious aftereffects of the NDE, but only using the NDE for hortatory purposes. You personally may have wished that the pattern of my data had turned out differently, but that is surely no reason to upbraid me personally.

But then you really appeared to get carried away in the next paragraph, which began, "A new religion was proposed" (p. 135). My goodness, just where did you find that in my text?! Of course, you did not—it simply is not there; you have invented it.

When I examined the skein of quotes you strung together to support this outlandish notion I could see what you had done. You had, first of all, taken the findings for a subset of NDErs, who espoused a more inclusive, spiritual orientation following their NDEs, and made it seem as if I were peddling this as "a new religion." Of course, this is absurd on the face of it, and reflects a persistent tendency on your part to confuse data with advocacy. By this logic, if I had discovered, say, that NDErs become believers in astrology afterward, you would perhaps jump to the conclusion that I was therefore endorsing astrology and recommending that it be incorporated as part of the new NDE-based religion. This kind of reasoning, once it is made explicit, is obviously preposterous.

This small paragraph then continued by averring that the new religion would evince (now apparently quoting me) "a marked shift toward Eastern religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism and spiritual universalism" (p. 135). Mike, I have searched in vain to try to find the source of that quote, which your notes say can be found on p. 158 of my book. But there is no such quote there. Where did you get it?

And that paragraph, seemingly still about the new religion I am urging, ended with a quote from the well known esotericist, Manly Hall, to the effect that in the end, we shall be "one congregation united in truth." I could not remember saying anything like that either—and it turns out I never did. The quote is actually from a book by Charles Flynn, as your endnotes made clear for the careful reader; but that would not be at all evident from the context of the paragraph, which seemed to be all about me, the avatar of the new NDE religion.

Your whole enterprise here, Mike, seemed to be so tendentious and to reflect such a patent desire to discredit my findings while "revealing" my apparently covert aim to foist a new NDE-based religion on my readers, that I can only shake my head at these gross distortions. You
may have a target in your crosshairs, but I can tell you quite honestly, Mike, you are aiming at the wrong person.

Just to make it clear how far you were from seeing me aright, permit me to quote a passage (already cited by John Gibbs, but still most apposite here) from my recent book, *Lessons from the Light* (Ring and Valarino, 1998). It will serve to show you that I am not, after all, a religious prophet in blue jean garb:

This is not of course to suggest that the knowledge that stems from the NDE is meant to substitute for one’s own faith or spiritual tradition. No, it’s rather that the lessons from the Light are more akin to type O blood in transfusions—they are the “universal donor” to spirituality and religion in that they fit easily and well into a great variety of well-established spiritual traditions and world religions. And, more than that, as Carol Zaleski, a theologian who has written extensively on NDEs, has shown, the modern NDE has served not to undermine but to *revitalize* religious faith by providing fresh and compelling stories from ordinary people that ultimately coincide with perennial spiritual teachings from around the world. In this sense, the NDE generally serves to reinforce one’s pre-existing faith by *adding* something compatible to it, not by competing with it. On the other hand, while the spiritual teachings of the NDE are obviously not meant to provide the basis of a new religion, much less a cult (!), it is certainly possible that they can offer to those who are not themselves religious or even to anti-religious persons a point of view that furnishes a credible experiential basis governing moral conduct in the world. In the end, one might say there is only the magnificence and incomparable radiance of the Light. But what one makes of this Light is an individual matter. (Ring and Valarino, 1998, p. 302)

My protestations notwithstanding and coming, in any case, too late to restrain your wayward argument, you then compounded your recklessness by asserting in the next paragraph this utterly unfounded statement: “This call for a new world religion was welcomed by other NDE researchers” (p. 135). Well, Mike, as I have already made clear to you, there was no call, there was no “new world religion” propounded, and, accordingly, there was nothing to welcome. That charge, in the form of a single sentence, is a complete non sequitur. What you were really referring to is the fact that the researchers you then went on to name—Margot Grey, Charles Flynn, Phyllis Atwater, and Cherie Sutherland—in conducting their own studies found pretty much the same thing I did when they investigated religious and spiritual changes following NDEs.

Next came your “conspiracy theory,” and that one, frankly, caused me both to wince and to chuckle at the same time, if that is possible.
You wrote that as you were brooding about all this, you began to put 2 and 2 together, and there was apparently no doubt in your mind that it definitely added up to 4—specifically the four near-death researchers you had previously implicated as the welcoming committee for the new NDE religion. It turns out that I knew all of these people, they all were affiliated with assorted branches of IANDS, and I had furthermore befriended them in various ways. True enough, I guess. But there is the clear implication in your account of all this that my favors did not come for free. No, there was apparently some sort of sinister influence—my Svengali nature, I guess—that I was exerting over these people, fostering some kind of subtle conspiracy among us to slant the data so as to promulgate the new religious world view, as "new swords were forged to wage new religious wars" (p. 136).

But, Mike surely you must know this is pure hokum, tinged by a certain seeming paranoia. Will you at least listen to my view of this matter? Had you thought to write to me about this or to interview any of the researchers in question still living (Charles Flynn died some years ago), you would have quickly learned that your dark suspicions were baseless and the extent of my influence, if any, over my colleagues, greatly exaggerated.

To begin with, your conspiracy theory is funny. Take Phyllis Atwater, for example, whom I have known for as long as I have known you. Phyllis and I are still good friends, but she can tell you that rather than being kissin' NDE cousins, as you implied, we have had many differences over the years, the latest one surfacing in a recent issue of this journal (Atwater, 1998). And as far as having interviewed the same respondents, Phyllis, according to her latest book, has actually interviewed more than 3000 people, the vast majority of whom I have never met, much less talked to. I am sure Phyllis herself would just roll her eyes in amusement to learn how much you think I have influenced her data.

As for Margot Grey, although she did draw on some of the cases we had in our IANDS archives at the time she did a two-week internship with us there in the early 1980s, most of her respondents were from England. And far from being in cahoots with Margot, as you implied, let me remind you of the actual situation, which I disclosed when I wrote the foreword to her book, Return from Death (Grey, 1985):

As a result of her 'internship' with us, Margot and I became good friends and promised to keep in touch once she returned to England. And so we did—after a fashion, but, since we were both continued to be very busy, our fashion was to write very occasional hasty notes,
promising a 'real letter' when we found the (non-existent) leisure to write one. Not surprisingly, then, there was more warmth and good wishes in our correspondence than there was content. I knew that Margot was writing a thesis on NDEs—in due course I received a copy of it—but of Margot's larger writing projects I remained ignorant. In my own case, my life during the years that spanned our visits [I met her again in England in 1984] was primarily consumed with my new research . . . which culminated in [Heading Toward Omega]. Nevertheless, as many authors tend to be, I was fairly closed-mouthed about my 'work in progress'; consequently, Margot herself knew virtually nothing about its substance or conclusions.

Thus, when we finally exchanged books in London, it was without any real knowledge of what the other had been up to . . .

[I soon discovered that] Margot had somehow contrived to write, entirely independently of my own research during these past three years, her own version of Heading Toward Omega! I could scarcely believe what I was reading in Margot's book—precisely because it was so close to what I had put into mine. (Ring, 1985, pp. ix–x)

So much for my purported influence, Mike. One might just as well say that Charles Darwin influenced Alfred Russell Wallace. We just independently were hearing the same thing from our respondents and simply wrote up what our NDErs were telling us as faithfully as we could. Much the same thing was true for the other researchers you name, and I could give you more supporting details there, too, but perhaps I have now made it obvious that the only conspiracy that existed was in your head.

It makes me wonder, though, why you went to such lengths to imagine it in the first place and then to make this case against me and these other researchers in print when you so easily could have checked the facts beforehand. I cannot help thinking that you had gotten this Machiavellian image of me in your mind, and began to detect its nefarious influence wherever you looked.

But before you think I am equally guilty of bashing you or unfairly questioning your motives, let me now acknowledge something that will perhaps surprise and even reassure you, at least about one point. When you ceased making ad hominem arguments and began talking about possible biases in sampling in near-death research, I find that I agree with you. Here, for example, you focused your attention on research suggesting a linkage between NDEs and belief in reincarnation, and argued that perhaps in different populations, as the data for your Atlanta sample, for instance, seemed to indicate, the relationship might vanish. It may also surprise you to learn that I personally have no particular stake in either affirming or denying the possible validity of
reincarnation as a doctrine (though I certainly can understand why you would oppose it), and I am perfectly prepared to concur with you that there may well be regional, religious, and crosscultural differences in respect to its possible connection with NDEs. Indeed, I think you have very usefully brought to our attention the importance of reexamining some of the generalizations that have been widely accepted in NDE research thus far—and I, too, would urge that more studies like yours be undertaken to test the limits or even the validity of these generalizations.

The only thing I take exception to here is again a rather veiled implication that previous research was somehow slanted to produce a particular result or that other researchers made it clear to their respondents beforehand what their religious views were, whereas only your studies have been objective. You may not have intended to put it quite this way, but such statements convey a certain snideness that is just unworthy of you. Your methodological points are cogent enough without your having to resort to these gratuitous comments that are more suggestive of smears than reproofs.

Finally, since at the end of your chapter you returned, one last time, to the idea that some NDErs may after all be led to follow the road to Omega, perhaps this is the point for me to divulge something else to you that may surprise you. Indeed, I suspect it may well astonish you, particularly because it has been so long since we have actually sat down to have a face-to-face chat or even had its virtual equivalent by e-mail. But I can assure you that quite a few of my NDEr friends and colleagues have heard me say in recent years that I no longer am walking, much less leading the way, toward Omega.

Just to clue you in on this, let me simply quote from a letter I wrote a while back to a long-time NDEr friend of mine:

My views have changed quite drastically in some respects since I published Heading Toward Omega. In particular, I have foresworn my previous hypothesis about NDEs leading to "Omega" or anywhere else. I no longer think, and haven't for years now, that NDErs are part of a vanguard of folks leading us to the glory of higher consciousness. I won't deny that NDEs themselves can be transformative experiences for those who undergo them, but I do not think that such changes will spread like a kind of wildfire of consciousness to affect all of humanity.

As to why I wrote this little palinode and now reject the hypothesis I formerly so ardently espoused, there are various reasons. First, unlike you, I have remained pretty close to the NDE movement all these years, and in my opinion, it does not, as a whole, reflect the kind of atmosphere
one would have imagined would follow from this kind of evolutionary
impetus toward higher consciousness. Second, reading books such as
Nicholas Campion's *The Great Year* (1994), Michael Grosso's *The Mil-
lennium Myth* (1995), John Perry's *The Heart of History* (1987), and
Arthur Hastings' *With the Tongues of Men and Angels* (1991), among
others, has persuaded me that the vision of a transformed humanity,
shining like a golden promise just beyond the current historical epoch,
has been, like a ever-receding desert mirage, beguiling civilization alm-
ost from its beginnings. At least in the West, it has been our recur-
rent archetypal dream of earthly—or even heavenly—salvation, and,
as such, it is seemingly bred into our bone and woven into the fabric of
our psyche. But a study of history only shows how common and perva-
sive this dream has been, and how much it has influenced our thinking,
our philosophy, our religions, and our deepest longings. Very often, it is
eloquenty sung by the leading voices and glimpsed by the great vision-
aries of the day and thus broadcast to the many eager to believe that
*their* age will be the one. History has shown, however, the disappoint-
ment that comes when invariably the dream does not manifest as fact,
and must be rationalized away or, better yet, dreamed anew. Because
the dream does not die, and it probably will not die. We in the West
are bewitched by the siren call of evolution, and it continues to lure us
on. As a myth, it is such a good story, and we do not seem to have eyes
capable of seeing that it is only one possible story and that humanity's
ultimate destiny may actually be a complete unknown.

A couple of years ago a well-known national politician, when con-
fronted with the news that a long-concealed affair he had had when he
was in his early 40s was now public knowledge, tried to dismiss it as
a "youthful indiscretion." This brought him even more derision, since a
person in his early 40s could hardly be considered a youth, but instead
is a mature man.

Still, I am tempted to give a similar defense. I was in my mid-40s
when I wrote *Heading Toward Omega*, and there is a lot in that book
that I still stand by and am proud of. But my evolutionary speculations
about NDEs leading toward Omega now seem to me to be the equivalent
of my "youthful indiscretion." I am much older now, and I no longer glow
with roseate optimism about humanity's future.

I still believe in NDEs, though. They are the real thing, whatever else
might be said.

Well, I have even more to say about the rest of your book, Mike, but
perhaps I have said enough for one letter. Indeed, you may feel that I
have been unnecessarily harsh in some of my comments to you, but,
believe me, it was not my intention to be unduly critical of you but only to try to set certain things straight. I think you know how much I have always respected and honored your work as a researcher, and I still do. In any case, I look forward to hearing from you in response to what I have already written here—and what I will say to conclude this essay, which will be addressed not just to you but again to a general audience—but I hope I have at least given you an alternate perspective from which to see your old friend and what he has been up to all these years.

**Religious Wars in the NDE Movement:**

**A Personal Perspective**

For the remainder of this essay, since my focus will not primarily be on the book, *Light & Death*, but on the more general issue of possible religious bias in near-death studies, my comments will no longer be directed to Michael Sabom in particular or need to take the form of an open letter. Instead, what I want to say is directed to all those persons who have an interest in trying to find a way to assure a legitimate and fruitful interplay between religious perspectives and the NDE.

When we early researchers first began our scientific studies of the NDE, we were of course under no illusion that we could—or even wanted to—keep vested religious interests from having a stake in our findings and making use of them in such a way as to reflect their own point of view. Indeed, all of us came to our work with a clear recognition of the religious and spiritual import of our then new discoveries about what it was like to die and what our NDErs were telling us about the insights they had gleaned from their experiences about such perennial religious concerns as life after death and seemingly heavenly realms.

What most of us hoped, however, was that we could keep religious bias from distorting our work or affecting our conclusions about the phenomenon of the NDE itself. Still, it was apparent to me almost from the outset that there were serious hazards here to be skirted, and in one of my first articles on NDEs, written for a short-lived newsletter of the Association for the Scientific Study of Near-Death Phenomena (Ring, 1980b), I tried to alert my colleagues to them:

... there is a dangerously narrow line between questions of religious import and those of religious doctrine. As soon as we step over that line, we run the risk of both unnecessary factionalism and hortatory research. Either development would be detrimental to the aims of our
Association as I understand them. Therefore, it is a danger that we should be sensitive to before it threatens to undermine the achievement of the objectives we share. (1980b, p. 15)

What prompted me to write that article in the first place was my awareness that certain researchers with deep personal commitments to fundamentalist or evangelical Christianity were already beginning to appropriate or selectively use certain NDE cases in order to promulgate their own particular religious belief system and, by implication or even outrightly, attack those of others in a distressingly partisan way.

After reviewing some of these developments, I counseled that we should continue to investigate these experiences and the claims made for them with an open mind as carefully and systematically as possible, "precisely because their import is so enormous" (Ring, 1980b, p. 16), but then went on warn about the potential consequences of the trends in NDE research that already had begun to concern me:

Because of the deep commitment that some of us researchers have to our own religious or spiritual belief systems, we must always remain sensitive to the temptation of using our research data for propagandistic ends. If this were to be done with NDE research, it would not be much different, in principle, from past attempts to maintain and justify various forms of racism and sexism by making reference to "scientific data."

... If NDE research ends up simply providing new swords with which to wage old religious wars, I will regret very bitterly my involvement with this work. (Ring, 1980b, p. 16)

Those words were written 20 years ago, but from the current contentious climate within the field of near-death studies, these forebodings of mine seem eerily prophetic. To a great extent, what I feared would happen, has happened. As to my own reaction to these developments, perhaps I would want to moderate the adverbs I closed with, but it would not be inaccurate to say that when I view the NDE movement in this respect today, I feel disappointed, dismayed, and, even at times, appalled. To me, the original promise of the field of near-death studies has not only not been fulfilled; in significant ways, it seems to me to have been betrayed.

This is a strong condemnation, I know, and perhaps many readers will not share it, but let me at least provide a brief review of some of the developments I personally have witnessed over these two decades that prompt this dark assessment.

Once early research had established the broad outlines of the NDE and the media, particularly with the assistance of those of us in IANDS,
had made the phenomenon its darling, many individuals or organizations with various religious leanings or spiritual perspectives began to show interest in the NDE. Even at the time, it was obvious that these developments reflected an interest either to annex, assimilate or, in the case of certain Christian fundamentalists, annihilate this newly emerging country of the NDE.

In addition to the religious mainstream in America, members of various smaller sects, such as the Swedenborgians, the Mormons, and the Baha’is latched onto the NDE while the fundamentalists, of course, fulminated against it. And not just Christians were drawn to the NDE flame, of course but Buddhists, too, especially certain Tibetan Buddhists. Beyond these, there were various more esoteric groups that soon made their move to appropriate some of the glory of the NDE—Theosophists, Anthroposophists (followers of Rudolf Steiner), students of A Course in Miracles, kundalini networks, and New Agers of various stripes and shadings. In short, people representing the most diverse beliefs in contemporary American spiritual life (and I am mainly concerning myself here with the response to the NDE in North America) all sought to hitch a ride on the NDE wagon and, in some cases, to take over its reins.

But to forestall any misunderstanding at the outset, I was during this time intimately a part of these developments and in my own way helped to contribute to them. In virtually all the groups I have just mentioned—with the exception of the fundamentalist camp—I have deep good friends who have treated me with the utmost kindness, and I love many of them. I am certainly not attacking any of these groups or organizations with which I have these strong affiliative ties, and I have, almost without exception, enjoyed lecturing at their conferences. What I am writing about is the NDE movement as such, and specifically the kind of religiously-tinged and contentious atmosphere that now pervades it.

In any event, while the attacks of the fundamentalist near-death researchers and commentators continued during the 1980s, it was, in retrospect, probably Betty Eadie’s bestselling book, Embraced by the Light (Eadie and Taylor, 1992), that really fanned the flames of religious controversy in the NDE movement.

The enormous success and influence of Eadie’s book took many of us in the NDE field by surprise, I think. I know I personally was astonished at its phenomenal sales and Eadie’s almost meteoric rise to become for several years at least the leading charismatic spokesperson for the NDE, with many thousands of persons thronging to her talks.
But it was not just the success of Eadie's book and her prominence as almost a kind of NDE personage that sparked the fires that soon raged within the NDE movement. Rather, it was a combination of factors including the circumstances of her NDE, how her book had come to be written in the way it was and who its sponsors were, as well as the reported content of her remarkably complex NDE that provoked a fusillade of charges against her. Of course, had her book simply been one more NDE autobiography with merely modest sales, few would have noticed or cared about what Betty Eadie said. It was her elevation to the role of a self-styled "NDE guru" that made her the target of such relentless fustigation.

First, because Eadie refused to provide the particulars about, or any documentation pertinent to, the claim she makes in her book for her 1973 NDE, which she wrote took place while hospitalized for a partial hysterectomy, her story was immediately challenged by those who took issue with what she related about it, particularly some of her theological conclusions. This matter has never been settled to the satisfaction of her critics, though I believe most persons who are familiar with her account give it credence, as I do.

Second, it eventually came out that Eadie, though having had exposure to several different religious traditions while growing up, was at the time of the composition of her book affiliated with the Mormon church—a fact that is nowhere stated in the book itself—and that the persons who bankrolled her book to begin with were also Mormons. At any rate, to anyone familiar with Mormon doctrine, there is much in Eadie's book that is consistent with its precepts and beliefs. In addition, I have heard it said by more than one informed source that there was a certain amount of "tinkering" with the text of Eadie's book on the part of Mormon scribes to make it conform more closely with Mormon doctrine, but that Eadie herself resisted these changes. I personally do not know if these allegations are true, only that they have added to the controversy about her book.

In support of these charges, one of her critics has offered the following brief:

... *Embraced by the Light* was originally marketed in the heavily Mormon areas of Utah, Arizona, and Nevada as a Mormon testimony. The first edition contained a one-page flyer entitled "Of Special Interest to Members of the Church of Latter-day Saints." It recounted Eadie's conversion to Mormonism and her desire to convert others. The first edition also contained several obviously Mormon references that were altered in the mass-marketed version. In order to reach a wider audience,
Eadie's book was published by Gold Leaf Press, which was formed out of—and continues to be owned by—the Mormon publishing house, Aspen Books. (Groothuis, 1995a, p. 22)

This apparent camouflaging of Mormon linkages in the NDE literature is a practice that is not confined to Betty Eadie's book, but crops up in other publications, too, as we shall shortly see.

But what really riled her critics, particularly those of evangelical persuasion, was that her NDE was in so many ways at variance with what is to be found in the Bible. As Douglas Groothuis, one, but not the harshest, of her foes asserted in an article published in a special issue of IANDS newsletter, *Vital Signs*, which was completely concerned with the theme of "The Christian Right and Near-Death Experience":

As I read the short but fantastic account of Eadie's experience "on the other side," I quickly discerned that the "Jesus Christ" to whom Eadie dedicated her book was not the same one the New Testament attests. (Groothuis, 1995b, p. 4)

And in Groothuis' book, pointedly entitled *Deceived by the Light* (1995a), he devoted two full chapters to detailing the many points on which Eadie and Biblical teachings deviate, ending with a chart extending over three pages listing 22 specific significant differences between Eadie's statements, presumably stemming from her NDE, and those of Scripture. Furthermore, as we shall discover, there are still those who feel compelled to challenge the "real identity" of the Jesus Betty Eadie claimed to have encountered during her NDE on the grounds that it does not accord with *their* conception of the "true Jesus."

Whatever the merit or relevance of these charges, the furor that engulfed Eadie's book helped to highlight another disturbing trend in the NDE movement involving the Mormon contribution to the literature on the subject.

From the very start of the field of near-death studies, and indeed even before its emergence as such, various Mormon scholars had fastened onto the NDE and similar experiences because, undeniably, they were remarkably consistent with Mormon teachings. And Mormon NDE scholars, particularly Arvin Gibson in a series of impressive volumes (1992, 1993, 1994, 1999), have certainly made some very important contributions to the literature on NDEs and their possible relation to religious teachings, all of which is unquestionably of value.

What is troubling, however, is when Mormon writers—unlike Gibson, who has always made his Mormon affiliation clear—are not forthcoming about their own allegiances and present their findings with an

In her review of this book for this Journal, Jenny Wade (1999) commented on how this omission seriously detracted from the value of the book and called into question some of the authors' scholarship as well as their objectivity:

> ... the authors never state that their version of enlightenment, purpose, and meaning comes largely from a single source: The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS or Mormons). Mormon ideology permeates the entire book, but identification with this organization is not apparent to the average reader who is the audience for this mass-market book. As much as I respect these researchers' previous work, their affiliation makes a difference, given the reason for writing *The Eternal Journey*. Like controversial NDEr Betty Eadie, Lundahl and Widdison's concealment of their ideological bias is in marked contrast to the straightforward stance of other Mormon writers, such as Brent and Wendy Top (1993) and Arvin Gibson (1992).

> The nature of this bias is particularly relevant in a work purporting to reveal the "reality" about the "meaning of life." The LDS ideology is so pervasive in the book that it deserves treatment here before the contents of the book can be properly reviewed. (Wade, 1999, pp. 51–52)

Then, after a brief but thorough exposure of the disproportionate "loading" of NDE cases from Mormon testimony and of devices that the authors employed in a seemingly deliberate effort at obscurcation of their source materials, Wade, though she later went on to find value in the book, fairly excoriated the authors on this point:

> Thus, the book, intended as an objective study of representative near-death experiences from the general population conducted by objective scientists, is in fact a tract written by Mormons about mainly Mormons experiences. (Wade, 1999, p. 52)

> It is this sort of disguised special pleading on behalf of a particular religious tradition that both irks and saddens me, and which, in my opinion, is helping to corrupt the values governing research in the field of near-death studies.

> And it is not only researchers who are guilty of such practices, but even Mormon writers and publishers eager to capitalize on those interested in NDEs. For example, after attending the 1998 IANDS conference in Salt Lake City, I received an advertisement from a publishing house (whose name I will not divulge here) addressed "Dear IANDS
Member," which went on to tell me:

While attending the recent IANSD convention in Salt Lake City, we saw some very interesting materials including various lists of useful books and studies on near-death studies and life-after-death experiences. We became aware that some of you may not have been introduced to several books published by our firm that contain very significant information which would be of value to you in your studies of near-death phenomena.

There followed several pages of promotional materials for five different books, both autobiographical and collections of cases of NDEs, all by Mormon authors, a fact that, oddly enough, was never mentioned at any point.

But I do not mean to pick on my Mormon friends—and I do have a number of deep friendships in that community. After all, the Mormons have had a hard enough time in their history gaining acceptance, and have paid more dearly for their beliefs than any American-based sect that I can think of. It is understandable why some of them might still feel a need to conceal their religious affiliation. It is just that when they—or any other group with a vested interest in the NDE—also conceal their ideological purposes from unsuspecting readers that I object. And besides, eventually, this will all come out anyway, and that will just make matters worse—as anyone who has followed American politics in the past few years will certainly be quick to concur.

Quite apart from some of the literature on NDEs, there have also been some events within the NDE movement itself that have made me personally quite uncomfortable during recent years. In particular I am thinking of some of the IANSD conferences I have attended where the degree of overt religious fervor I have observed has been off-putting to say the least.

Of course, in the literature on NDEs, particularly that stemming from fundamentalist critics, I am understandably always linked with IANSD, which is invariably pictured as some kind of hotbed of New Age intrigue. However, the facts of the matter are actually quite different than they are usually portrayed.

First, IANSD is an organization of astonishing diversity, with no party line, and it has undergone many changes over the years. Second, insofar as my own role in it is concerned, apart from helping to establish it, I have had no active involvement with it since 1983 when I resigned from its Board of Directors. A few years later, displeased with its overall level of service to its members at that time, I no longer was willing to see it housed in its original home, the Department of Psychology at the
University of Connecticut, where I then taught. Shortly after that, its offices where relocated elsewhere, and my only formal connection with it was as an occasional speaker at its conferences. So my relationship with IANDS as such has actually been quite tangential for most of the past two decades.

In 1995, however, I was one of its speakers at its Hartford conference and afterward had occasion to respond to a professional colleague who had come to her first IANDS conference in order to present some of her own work on NDEs and related phenomena. As a newcomer, she had also been completely nonplused by the religious atmosphere she encountered, and wanted to know if her perceptions had been idiosyncratic. What follows is a portion of my reply to her:

Turning to your comments about a certain absolutist and “true believer” tone you discerned at the IANDS conference, you are right: It certainly was there and it is too complex and multi-faceted an issue to discuss succinctly in a letter. So here, let me content myself with just a few observations in response to the impressions you shared with me in your letter.

For some years I myself have been a bit dismayed at the almost religious or missionary tone at these IANDS conferences (although I attend them only occasionally—every three or four years or so). A great many attendees are experiencers and use the conference as a kind of over-sized support group. And it’s understandable of course—providing an opportunity for a large bunch of NDErs to gather together in a safe and mutually self-affirming environment releases a tremendous amount of pent-up energy and stirs vigorously the cauldrons of enthusiasm and proselytizing fervor (you should have been there the last day when Sunday morning exhortations were the theme of the day). Many of these persons are my friends, of course, and I don’t mean to criticize them or sound a cavalier holier-than-thou note. But my tolerance for these excesses is limited and I sometimes have the feeling I am at a kind of revival meeting. (I should perhaps not exculpate myself from a certain complicity in this, however, since, according to Maurice Rawlings, I am the intentional founder of the heretical “Omega Religion.”)

Of course, there are voices of restraint as well present at such meetings, and more than a few NDErs who are highly critical of the climate of these gatherings. But these people—and the sprinkling of scholars, academics, physicians and other professionals who are drawn to attend—do not set the tone for these IANDS conferences.

A few years later, in 1998, I again attended the IANDS conference, this time, as I have already indicated, in Salt Lake City. Given that this is the citadel of Mormonism, it would be expected that this conference might have more than the usual degree of religiosity, particularly because the Utah chapter of IANDS helped to arrange it and select its
speakers. In fact, however, though this was in many ways one of the best, warmest, and most unified IANDS conferences I have ever participated in, it did not have an overly Mormonesque content. On the contrary, I think that the Utah chapter of IANDS bent over backwards to ensure a diversity of speakers and points of view. Nevertheless, I was again discomfited by the emphasis given to speakers who, however illustrious they may be, seemed to belong more in a pulpit than behind a podium at an IANDS conference.

As I wrote afterward to a long-time NDEr friend of mine who had been unable to come to this conference:

The tone of the conference, however, was quite religious, especially from the standpoint of the keynoters I heard. They were Howard Storm (with whom I had a very nice chat) and George Ritchie (ditto), whom I hadn't seen for 21 years. As you can imagine their talks were sermonsque in style, and the audience ate it up. All that was missing were the tents and the smelling salts. To be sure, their message was very ecumenical, but their zeal was not hidden. When I think back to what IANDS was in the beginning—a bunch of researchers, basically, who were curious about the NDE—and how it has now become largely a motley collection of persons pushing their own spiritual nostrums or religious ideologies, I am more than appalled.

Again, lest I be misunderstood, I want to make it clear that I personally have deep respect and personal affection for both Howard Storm and George Ritchie, both of whom have made enormous contributions to the field through their writing and speaking. And both of them have been kind enough to let me interview them and publish portions of their experiences in my books. Of course, they have every right to tell their stories, which are inspiring in the extreme. But somehow the cumulative effect of hearing them at the IANDS conference made me wonder whether religious interests had now won the day and had started to dictate the agenda for an organization that had begun with such a different vision of its mission.

In view of the heavily Christian keynote addresses that dominated the 1998 IANDS conference, I could not help being amused by the contrasting impression that one of the most rabid of the fundamentalist critics of NDEs, Richard Abanes, has of the nefarious aims of this organization:

Unfortunately, the spirituality being propagated by most of these NDE researchers is patently nonchristian. In some ways, a new religion is forming... because a majority of NDErs believe that heaven is a place of unconditional love and acceptance that awaits all men regardless of their beliefs. Adherents to this new faith of whom Betty
Eadie is a clear symbol even have their own NDE sanctuary—the International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS). (Abanes, 1994, pp. 172–173)

Apparently, Abanes has not been attending the same IANDS conferences I have.

Of course the heart of the fundamentalist complaint about NDEs that Abanes gives such anguished voice to is easy to understand. When even Christian NDErs, such as the one I quoted in Heading Toward Omega, begin telling their audiences such blasphemous blanket assurances as this:

Nobody said to me, “What do you believe?” Nobody. The universe is not set up—I know this, my friends [laughter]—it is not fair to say if you believe in Jesus, you’ve got it made, and if you don’t, you don’t have anything made. (Ring, 1984, p. 157)

it is clear why these fundamentalist critics have no choice but to turn on their rhetorical hoses in order to douse the flames of this most heinous of heresies—the anathema of universalism, which seemingly promises a form of salvation to everyone, independent of belief, even to atheists.

Such embattled voices have been a part of the NDE movement, almost from the beginning, crying out against the universalistic tendencies of what they perceive to be the NDE mainstream and its theologically misguided heresiarchs, we researchers who would foist this pernicious doctrine on a world beguiled by the false promises of the testimonies we choose to quote.

One of the first of these critics is himself a near-death researcher, the cardiologist Maurice Rawlings, and the author of three books that purported to offer cases, especially of the “hellish” variety, that could be used as evidence in support of an evangelical Christianity (Rawlings, 1978, 1980, 1993). Rawlings has made no attempt to conceal his polemical intent and the data from his widely-read books have often been used as weapons in the religious battles that have been fought on this front. In truth, however, Rawlings deserves to be credited with making an important contribution to the field of near-death studies because it was his initial work, whatever its limitations, that first made many of us aware of a type of NDE that had been overlooked, namely, those that were predominantly filled with frightening imagery and highly unpleasant emotions.

It is perhaps an irony that it was Sabom himself who in a masterful, thorough, and trenchant critique of the methodological weaknesses, shoddy scholarship, and blatant religious bias that permeated
Rawlings' work as a whole exposed its utter unreliability as a source of data on NDEs (Sabom, 1996). On the basis of Sabom's sedulous examination of Rawlings' methods of data collection and analysis, it is clear not only that Rawlings was guilty of incredible sloppiness in reporting his and others' findings, but also that he apparently was not above manipulating his data in order to make it conform with religious doctrine. Sabom, at any rate, reported a number of examples of alleged first-person accounts of NDEs that were cited more than once in Rawlings' various books, but with significant differences in the wording and in other details of later versions, suggesting that they had been "reworked" to eliminate or smooth over certain theologically troubling inconsistencies. As Sabom, who has a reputation for being a meticulously scrupulous investigator himself, rightly commented:

... from a research standpoint, alteration of the patient's report—that is, alteration of the data—violates a basic principle of the scientific method by changing the material meaning of an otherwise unverifiable observation and casting doubt on the credibility of the whole account. ... Published as first-person, quoted accounts, these reports are supposed to be the words of the NDEr, not of Rawlings nor of his editor. If the verbatim nature of these accounts cannot be trusted, any meaningful evaluation becomes highly questionable. (Sabom, 1996, p. 202)

In concluding his lengthy review of Rawlings' most recent book, To Hell and Back (Rawlings, 1993), Sabom offered this final assessment of Rawlings:

He establishes himself before his audience as a cardiologist with impeccable credentials, a near-death researcher, and a committed Christian. Using these medical, scientific, and religious qualifications, he then presents the NDE as a glimpse of an afterlife and directly applies the Christian doctrine of heaven and hell to these experiences. This gridlike approach, however, poses problems to Rawlings in his interpretation of his and others' research when the type of person ... or type of near-death event ... does not jibe with the expected afterlife destination. ... Rawlings confronts the data of others with authoritative statements substantiated with little or no data of his own and illustrated with anecdotal accounts that, over time, appear to have been altered to fit his own designs. (Sabom, 1996, p. 209)

Since Sabom, even in this book review, to say nothing of his latest book, makes it clear that he, too, is a committed Christian, it is obvious that his devastating critique of Rawlings cannot be dismissed by the latter's defenders on partisan grounds. On the contrary, it is really one of their own who has, in the name of scientific rigor, not religion, launched this attack.
Curiously, it seems that Rawlings himself, even after reading Sabom’s review, was not particularly disposed to deny his overriding purpose in writing his books in the way he did. As he was to admit to Sabom in a face-to-face conversation in February, 1994, there were inaccuracies in his data, but, he added, “he had been more interested in a correct Christian message than an accurate research report” (Sabom, 1998, p. 108). This is consistent with what Rawlings had told me, following a television program on which we had both appeared, in the late 1970s. At that time, as I mentioned in my own three-page critique of his early work in *Life at Death* (1980a), he said straight out that he could no longer “be impartial.” His meaning was clear, and his subsequent work showed that he did indeed keep his vow.

Of course, this kind of guff does not exactly add anything of value to the field of near-death research; on the contrary, it only detracts from it by serving as ideological fodder—disguised as research—for the religious wars that elements of the conservative Christian community wish to wage on the NDE movement. In response, the chief weapon that we near-death researchers have used has been to write critiques of the sort that Sabom and I have offered. This has not, however, led to any real constructive dialogue. Instead pot shots just seem to be volleyed back and forth, in our own version of the Thirty Years War.

Recently, however, the arch enemy of fundamentalist Christian critics of the NDE—and the inadvertent founder of the NDE movement and still its most prominent spokesman—Raymond Moody himself has entered into the fray using a new weapon: humor. Since fundamentalists are not known for their sense of humor, and Raymond Moody, a physician by training, is, he decided to give them a dose of his own medicine. Indeed, in his most recent book on NDEs, *The Last Laugh* (1999), the patriarch of the NDE unleashed his heavy ammunition in the form of a broad satirical attack on those he mockingly calls the “funda-Christians,” an odd term whose derivation he will shortly explain:

They are the goshawful deadfannies, stiffs, bores, nuisances, uptight dogmatists, broken records, and wet blankets, the fundamentalist Christians, Religious Right, Bible Brigade, “JAY-sus”-Sayers, Brimfire and Hellstoners, Swaggartistists, Falwellers, Bakker-Boosters, Pat Robertsonians, or whatever you would call them. Out of politeness, I deem them “funda-Christians.” By back-clipping, the nickname kindly avoids calling attention to one of their most conspicuous shortcomings, because it doesn’t even mention one of the very qualities in which so many of them are weak or deficient....

The funda-Christians have been charging me with demonic espionage ever since I went public with my findings about near-death
experiences in 1972. Beautiful, bliss-and-love-filled near-death experiences of a bright light upset funda-Christian experts ... because they suspect the light-and-love-filled ones may be Satan conducting an undercover operation. Grim, ghastly, flame-filled, agony-and-suffering-ridden, Hellish near-death experiences, in which the people who almost died toasted in torment, are okay by the funda-Christian authorities, though. The infernally-oriented, Satanically-focused, funda-Christian, near-death experience experts enjoy finding cases of Hellish experiences. They can use cases like that for writing knowledgeably about Satan, demons, sinners in torment, and eternal damnation. Some of these men write mighty amusing treatises, and I wholeheartedly recommend their works....

A man named Dr. Ravings, if I recall his name correctly, is a main funda-Christian doctor-expert on near-death experiences. This specialist in close-call perdition is on the look-out for terrifying infernal, perennial visions. I'm one of the most enthusiastic fans of Dr. Ravings' writings. (Moody, 1999, pp. x-xi)

This sort of outrageous nose-tweaking levity went on for several more pages, though Moody's book actually eventually became, in part, a serious critical study of some of the excesses of the NDE movement that have particularly rankled him. His poking fun at his conservative Christian critics and researchers like Rawlings will probably do nothing but inflame them and will certainly not contribute anything to the NDE movement apart from a few cheap laughs. But it does reflect, I think, the underlying religious enmity that has come to pollute the air of the NDE movement these days, just as our national political scene has been coarsened by rancorous and increasingly mean-spirited partisanship in recent years.

It is perhaps unfortunate but significant that it is precisely in this rather poisoned and polarized atmosphere that Sabom's new book has made its appearance. From this perspective, it is a book that in many ways reflects the distinctive fraught tensions of this increasingly dysphoric period in the history of the NDE movement. And if one contrasts the polemical tone and content of this book with Sabom's earlier Recollections of Death, it also can serve to reveal how much of a shift there has been from the early days of the field of near-death studies, which was dominated by scientifically oriented research, to today, where the body of the NDE, like some sort of sacred relic or corrupted corpse, is fought over by warring parties either for rights of possession or unceremonious burial.

I do not have the heart, the interest, or the space to try to review here the final chapter of Sabom's book, entitled "The Bible and the Near-Death Experience," where he gave his overall assessment of the nature
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and meaning of the NDE by openly acknowledging that he meant to use the Bible as his ultimate hermeneutical authority. Suffice it to say that, as an avowed evangelical Christian, Sabom’s interpretations are all doctrinally driven and in line with his theological beliefs. There are all the expectable warnings about dabbling with psychic matters, testing the spirits, Satanic deceptions with demons posing as beings of light or even masquerading as the Christ (Sabom, like other fundamentalist critics, strongly implies that this was the case for such celebrated NDErs as Betty Eadie and George Ritchie)—in short, the whole familiar litany of conservative Christian exhortations against anything that might deviate from their understanding of Biblical truth or threaten to undermine it.

In the end, the world according to Sabom seems to be divided into the usual absolute categories: The saved and the damned—and the damnable. Although he did not mention it in his text, in the group of NDErs that Sabom himself identified with—those he called Conservative Christians—86 percent agreed with the statement, “Nonacceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior condemns one to hell in the afterlife.” There you are. I suppose that people like me, most of my friends and family are not likely to receive invitations to their garden parties either. To me, it is particularly dispiriting that although we are supposedly living in a postmodern age, we still find statements like these coming from the cream of Sabom’s NDErs. Why do I have the feeling that instead I am back in Tertullian times, listening to him rage against the Gnostics? Perhaps I need to remind myself that I am still living during an era when fundamentalists in another country have kept Salman Rushdie under a death sentence for more than a decade. I am lucky, I guess—here, I am only told that I will rot in hell because I do not accept Jesus Christ as my personal savior and for my part in perpetuating the universalist heresy.

From this long, if admittedly partial, summary of the religious wars now pervading the NDE movement, I suppose it will be evident why, when John Audette and I were reminiscing about the beginnings of our work and what motivated us then, we found the present situation so disheartening. Not our best hopes but our worst fears seem to have been borne out: The heat of religious controversy among the would-be colonizers and foes of the NDE has, at least for now, seemingly eclipsed the Light of the NDE itself.

Nevertheless, despite everything, perhaps I am still enough of a congenital optimist to cherish a faint if possibly unrealistic hope that the NDE movement is just in the midst of a sorry phase that will pass,
even as an eclipse of the sun will eventually vanish leaving its light to 
shine again on all the world. So to conclude this piece as well as to give 
expression to this vision of a renewed ecumenical spirit in the NDE 
movement, let me return to my Mormon friends, since I have picked on 
them so much here, in order to show how one of them has reminded us 
that there is a way that potentially can embrace us all, not by uniting us 
in belief but by making us aware of what the real religious significance 
of the NDE may be.

I suppose it might come as a bit of a shock to the readers of this article 
to learn that after all my inveighing against the distressing incursion 
of tendencious religious thought in the NDE movement I have recently 
written a complimentary foreword to a book by the prominent Mormon 
NDE researcher, Arvin Gibson. Furthermore, in this book, *The Finger-
prints of God* (Gibson, 1999), Gibson made no bones about his Mormon 
affiliation and indeed devoted the last third of his book to a lengthy 
discussion of the relationship of the NDE to Mormon history and doc-
trine. (And this, incidentally, is not the only foreword I have written 
for NDE-based books by writers with an openly declared allegiance to 
their own religious tradition.) I mention this chiefly to make it clear 
that of course I have no objection in principle to books on NDEs written 
from a religious point of view. Rather, as I trust this article has made 
plain, what galls me is when their religious investments are concealed 
or when the theological tail begins to wag the NDE dog.

In any case, one of the passages I particularly appreciated in Gib-
son's book related to something that Howard Storm, the NDEr who 
spoke with such passion at the 1998 IANDS conference I have already 
mentioned, has said he learned from his own NDE. To quote now from 
my foreword:

Howard has become quite celebrated in NDE circles because of having 
had a most unusual NDE, the result of which was that he ceased being 
an atheistic art professor and became in time a very dedicated and 
effective pastor of the United Church of Christ. What is especially 
important for us in this context—and this is the story Arvin himself 
tells in full in his book, to striking effect—is that Howard, too, during 
his NDE was led to ask his spiritual guides the same question that 
prompted Joseph Smith to initiate his religious quest in 1820: What 
was the true religion?

Howard of course was not destined to be a prophet, but "only" a 
pastor; still, it is very instructive to consider the answer he received, 
which was, "The best religion is the religion that brings you closest to 
God." (Ring, 1999, p. xv)

This, to me, is the real keynote we should be sounding in our reli-
giously oriented study of the NDE because it rings out in such a way
as to embrace everyone and every creed. I do not share the same belief system as Arvin Gibson, Howard Storm, or Michael Sabom, but all four of us seem to agree that the NDE shines with the Light that ultimately leads us back to God. What does the rest really matter when the NDE is viewed from that standpoint? And even the atheist, who would deny God, when confronted with the Light cannot deny his or her own experience. Even so, what does it matter how he or she regards it? Each near-death experiencer, regardless of his or her belief, or lack of it, is the ultimate authority on the personal significance of the NDE he or she has undergone. Why should any of us presume to make the judgment about or pronounce on its authenticity?

Since this article was intended only as a personal expression of my own views, as stimulated by Sabom's book, I would like to end it by harkening back to what I wrote in my 1980 article, when the field of near-death studies was just beginning, in order to urge a return and rededication to the vision many of us then shared. Although I concede these lines may still appear to betray my own bias toward an universalistic understanding of the NDE, I would like to ask that they be now be read and understood in the ecumenical spirit of the observation by Howard Storm that Arvin Gibson has so helpfully called to our attention. Thus, let the closing words of that early paper serve as mine for this one, and at the same time express my heartfelt wish for a new and harmonious era in the NDE movement:

... I prefer to believe that we can remain open to the religious and spiritual implications of near-death research, neither excluding any possibilities nor rushing to self-serving religious conclusions. In this respect, I think we would do well to emulate the example of many near-death survivors themselves who seem to emerge from their experience with a heightened spiritual orientation which can embrace all forms of religious worship without necessarily espousing any one form for themselves. If near-death research has definite spiritual overtones, as I believe it does, I hope that it will ultimately promote the cause of religious diversity rather than religious divisiveness. (Ring, 1980b, p. 16)
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ABSTRACT: This article responds to 15 excerpts from Kenneth Ring's paper that question the accuracy and integrity of Light & Death (Sabom, 1998).

I am grateful for this opportunity to respond to Kenneth Ring's reflections on Light & Death (Sabom, 1998). Although Ken and I have been friends and colleagues for the past two decades, he has raised serious questions about the integrity and accuracy of my book. With rhetoric more fitting a back-alley fist fight than a professional journal, he has accused me of "blatant distortions," "recklessness," "paranoia," and a "patent desire to discredit." He has characterized portions of my book as "troubling," "unfair," "outlandish," "obviously preposterous," "tendentious," "wayward," "utterly unfounded," "baseless," "greatly exaggerated," and "pure hokum."

Ken's critical remarks mainly reference Chapter 6 of Light & Death, entitled "Church: The Battleground for the NDE." There, I analyzed his 1980 editorial in which he inveighed against the use of near-death experience (NDE) research for hortatory purposes and mused that "If NDE research ends up simply providing new swords with which to wage old religious wars, I will regret very bitterly my involvement with this work" (Ring, 1980a, p. 16). His attack on Light & Death is also aimed at my Biblical analysis of the NDE found in
Chapter 11, entitled "Conclusions: The Bible and the Near-Death Experience."

In writing *Light & Death*, I was especially concerned with accuracy and fairness. The prepublication manuscript was carefully reviewed by two prominent near-death researchers very familiar with the International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS) and Ken's work. Although neither of these researchers shares my religious beliefs, they both agreed with the substance of the chapter dealing with Ken. One reviewer wrote that I handled Ken "with a gentle hand and without the mean-spiritedness that sometimes creeps into others' books."

Since publication of *Light & Death*, I have received two additional reviews from respected, nonChristian NDE researchers. Both were complimentary of the book's tone and content. The comments of one are particularly apropos:

What I like about your book is that your Christian perspective is right up front. Since it's up front, I can call it a perspective rather than a bias. I can agree or disagree with particular statements that you clearly make from your perspective, but I'm not worrying that you have "biases," i.e. that your hidden perspective has led you to seriously distort the data and so mislead others about the data.

In view of these reviews from four leaders in the NDE field, I was surprised by the vehemence of Ken's remarks. In this paper, I will examine the substance of his concerns. I will restate the major methodological problems that I found with his study reported in *Heading Toward Omega* (Ring, 1984), and will reassess how these problems skewed his results and led, in part, to several important differences in our findings. I will establish the accuracy of my statements regarding his Religious Beliefs Inventory. I will reexplore his interconnections with other near-death investigators and their sharing of research pools; and I will again call into question the "independently-conducted" nature of these studies.

I will show, using multiple references to Ken's work, that he transgressed the line between the objective reporting of data and the advocacy of religious beliefs. My concern here is not with the type of belief system he advocated, but with his methodology and his use of near-death research for hortatory purposes. While it is true that in Chapter 11 I used the Bible to evaluate the NDE, the analysis of Ken's work in Chapter 6 was not linked to my Biblical evaluation of the NDE in that last chapter of my book.

I will also show that I avoided similar hortatory rhetoric in *Light & Death* and will demonstrate that Ken's attack on my Biblical analysis.
of the NDE in Chapter 11—a chapter for which he had neither “the heart, the interest, or the space to try to review”—is not, as he claims, a rebuttal to the arbitrarily-constructed “world according to Sabom,” but an attack on Biblical Christianity itself.

Finally, it is important to note that Light & Death was completed prior to the publication of Ken's Lessons from the Light (Ring and Valarino, 1998). Although I include some material from Lessons from the Light in the responses below, my book dealt only with his prior work.

You begin your analysis, Ken, by claiming that I improperly portrayed and labeled you as the “prophet” of “the Omega religion.” However, my description of you as “bearded” at our first meeting in Charlottesville was not a “stylistic flourish” to cast you “as the would-be head of this faux religion,” but accurately reflects the photograph I took of you at that meeting. Moreover, what I wrote in Light & Death was: “Believing his near-death experiencers to be ‘prophets,’ Ken devised…” (p. 134). “Prophets” there referred to your NDErs, not to you. This word was placed in quotations to indicate it was your word, not mine, since you referred to your NDErs as “prophets preaching a religion” (Ring, 1980b, p. 255, italics added). I will examine this important phrase more fully in my response to the excerpts from your commentary that encompass the heart of your complaints.

Ring Excerpt 1:

In discussing the research for my book, Heading Toward Omega (Ring, 1984), ... you claimed that I interviewed “a highly select group of 20 or so near-death experiencers” (p. 134). I do not know where you got that impression, Mike. First of all, there was nothing “highly selected” about the persons who comprised the interviewees for this research; they were just the people who happened to come to my attention at the time or who sought me out. As far as that goes, you never said how you selected your Atlanta sample of NDErs. Just as some NDErs may have come to my door and remained, as it were, to be interviewed, I assume you got yours in pretty much the same way.

Ken, the sentence that you question in Light & Death reads: “A highly select group of 20 or so near-death experiencers was interviewed by Ken ‘to glean the real, hidden meaning of these NDEs’” (p. 134). The “20 or so near-death experiencers” to whom I referred were those in your study who had “unusually deep NDEs.” Since you claimed that these NDErs gave you “the most informed understanding of the meaning and implications of NDEs” (Ring, 1984, p. 27), I assumed these were also the ones to whom you turned “to glean the real, hidden meaning of
these NDEs." You never divulged the actual number of these NDErs, so I estimated it in the following way.

You wrote that you "concentrated on them in detail in Chapters 3 and 8" of Heading Toward Omega (Ring, 1984, p. 27). In Chapter 3 you named 14 NDErs. In Chapter 8 you alluded to 16 NDErs, but only 6 were individually identified. Three of these six (50 percent) had also been included in Chapter 3 (Belle, Darryl, and Hank). Taking the 14 from Chapter 3 and adding 50 percent of the 16 in Chapter 16 (my estimate of the number of new NDErs not already included in Chapter 3), I came up with 22. I stated this number as "20 or so." I apologize if this number was in error. That was not my intent.

In referring to this group of NDErs as "highly selected," I relied on your own statements to this effect: "I have made a special effort to locate and to interview persons who have had unusually deep NDEs" (Ring, 1984, p. 26). "[I]t should be strongly borne in mind that the cases presented here have been specifically sought out and that because of both the limited sample size and the method of sampling, the results need to be independently validated before they can be fully accepted" (Ring, 1984, p. 195, italics added). Thus, according to Heading Toward Omega, these persons were not, as you now claim, "just the people who happened to come to my attention at the time or who sought me out."

You correctly point out that NDErs in The Atlanta Study were not randomly selected, and I did not represent them as such. However, unlike many of your subjects, these NDErs were not "specifically sought out" according to the type or depth of their NDEs; and they were interviewed in a structured and formal setting quite different from your "informal but far-ranging conversations" at the Near-Death Hotel (Ring, 1984, p. 27).

Ring Excerpt 2:

And finally, concerning the methodological limitations of the study and my alleged lack of scientific caution, it is interesting to me that after quoting me partially on these matters, you failed to indicate what I wrote immediately afterward, so let me remind you here:

As a result of these methodological deficiencies, some of the conclusions I will draw will have to be taken tentatively from a scientific point of view. Perhaps they should be regarded as hypotheses to be more rigorously tested in subsequent research. I would encourage and welcome such investigations. (Ring, 1984, p. 30)
Ken, this continuation of your quote was actually included in an earlier draft of my book. It was editorially deleted when the length of my manuscript greatly exceeded the 208 pages called for in my contract. I simply did not have room to include it. We made this deletion since we felt it was a general restatement of what had already been presented—that is, your acknowledgment of “methodological deficiencies.” I applaud your honesty here and wish we could have retained it. However, I do not feel its exclusion significantly changed the meaning.

Ring Excerpt 3:

And as you yourself pointed out there have now been any number of investigations—to the best of my knowledge carried out in at least four different countries so far—that have in fact broadly confirmed the pattern of aftereffects I first delineated in Heading Toward Omega. Indeed, even in Light & Death you described some of your own recent findings on such variables, using some of the same measures I employed in Heading Toward Omega, and you reported the same results. You cannot have it both ways, Mike. You cannot impugn my research for its putative lack of objectivity and in the next breath concede that, with one possible exception (to be discussed in a moment), pretty much everybody else, including you, has found what I did!

Ken, I use your own words to “impugn” the objectivity of your research! You devoted several pages at the beginning of Heading Toward Omega to qualifications, disclaimers, warnings of “methodological deficiencies,” and a lengthy advisory that you “have not presented the usual tests of statistical significance simply because the assumption of random sampling is so plainly violated.... The professional or simply critical reader will soon become aware of some of the faults of this research.... These are not small points, they are major shortcomings” (Ring, 1984, pp. 28–30).

One major shortcoming, however, was not mentioned at the beginning of Heading Toward Omega. On page 314 in the Appendix you noted that following your study, “all categories of respondents [that is, NDErs, nonNDErs, and others in the study] are now more inclined to endorse statements favoring spiritual universalism than they once were.” You then add this important disclaimer: “Given that virtually all respondents are members of IANDS, however, this result is not particularly unexpected.” You seemed to acknowledge there that your subjects, by virtue of being members of IANDS, were encumbered with a definite bias toward spiritual universalism. It would have been nice to have
identified and fully discussed such an important, known bias at the front of your book, especially since this bias most likely deeply affected your conclusions in chapters on “Spiritual Awakening,” “Personal Transformation,” “Value Changes,” and “Religious and Spiritual Orientations.” In The Atlanta Study, I recognized this bias as a potential pitfall for my own research and took steps to avoid it (Sabom, 1998, p. 33).

Finally, Ken, I do not “concede that, with one possible exception (to be discussed in a moment), pretty much everybody else, including you, has found what I did!” Our studies produced diametrically-opposed findings on the effect of an NDE on religious beliefs, religious affiliation, frequency of church attendance, and psychic experiences—in addition to its effect on belief in reincarnation (which I assume is the “one possible exception” to which you refer) (Sabom, 1998, pp. 131–163).

Ring Excerpt 4:

In any case, after having raised doubts both about my motives and my research findings, you then zero in on one particular chapter of my book that deals with what I found having to do with changes in religious and spiritual orientations following NDEs. And it is here, Mike, where it seems to me you were guilty of some very blatant distortions and misrepresentations. Let me simply try to show you where and how, and take things one at a time. You began by describing one of my questionnaires, the Religious Beliefs Inventory (RBI), and state that its findings “delivered a clear message to Ken: the near-death experience led people away from a (and then, seeming to quote me) ‘more conventional (Christian) religious orientation’” (pp. 134–135). Mike, I never said that. When I checked the page reference you cited, what I actually wrote was that agreement with certain items on the RBI would imply “a more conventional (Christian) religious orientation” (Ring, 1984, p. 145). You have therefore misrepresented me here.

Ken, your RBI measured a shift in two directions—either toward “a more conventional (Christian) religious orientation” (which included a belief in heaven and hell, in the necessity of accepting Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord to receive eternal life, in the implausibility of reincarnation, and in the Bible as the inspired word of God) or toward a “universalistically spiritual orientation” (which included a belief in a universal religion embracing all humanity, in the essential core of all religions being the same, in life after death for everyone regardless of religious belief, and in God being “within you”) (Ring, 1984, pp. 282–283). You stated that data from the RBI reinforce one primary conclusion: Following their experience, NDErs are likely to shift toward a universalistically spiritual orientation...
The thrust of the spiritual development of NDErs is very clearly in accord with a general spiritual—rather than religious—orientation towards life." (Ring, 1984, p. 145, italics added)

Because of the way this RBI has been set up, a shift toward one orientation is, at the same time, a shift away from the other orientation. My sentence in Light & Death accurately represented your finding of a shift "toward a universalistically spiritual orientation" by reporting it as a shift away from a "more conventional (Christian) religious orientation." In addition, I purposely quoted your phrase "more conventional (Christian) religious orientation" not to confuse or mislead, but to convey your meaning as precisely as possible.

Ring Excerpt 5:

Immediately afterward you cited a 1980 article of mine that I will return to later in another context in which I had warned against a danger I even then perceived that the findings of NDE research could be, as it were, hijacked and used for propagandistic purposes by individuals with an obvious religious agenda. You then reproached me for apparently violating my own strictures by quoting this passage from Heading Toward Omega:

the real significance of the NDE here may not be simply that it promotes spiritual growth ... as much as the kind of spiritual growth it promotes. (p. 135, quoting from Ring, 1984, p. 144, and adding italics and ellipses)

But, Mike, what exactly is the problem here? I am simply reporting a clear implication of the data from my study; I am not actually advocating anything, and I certainly have no religious ax to grind. There was nothing in my 1980 article that proscribed studying the spiritual or religious aftereffects of the NDE, but only using the NDE for hortatory purposes. You personally may have wished that the pattern of my data had turned out differently, but that is surely no reason to upbraid me personally.

But then you really appeared to get carried away in the next paragraph, which began, "A new religion was proposed" (p. 135). My goodness, just where did you find that in my text?! Of course, you did not—it simply is not there; you have invented it. When I examined the skein of quotes you strung together to support this outlandish notion I could see what you had done. You had, first of all, taken the findings for a subset of NDErs, who espoused a more inclusive, universalistic spiritual orientation following their NDEs, and made it seem as if I were peddling this as "a new religion." Of course, this is absurd on the face of it, and reflects a persistent tendency on your part to confuse data with advocacy.
Ken, you accuse me of confusing two levels of discourse, "data" and "advocacy." In actuality, you deal with three levels of discourse: the reporting of data; the reporting of "spiritual or religious aftereffects"; and "using the NDE for hortatory purposes."

First, your data in _Heading Toward Omega_ did not show, as you now claim, that only a "subset" of your NDErs espoused a more inclusive, universalistic spiritual orientation following their NDEs. Instead, you wrote:

> that all respondents are now more inclined to endorse statements favoring spiritual universalism than they once were. . . . [and] that _NDErs of all groups_ show the greatest tendency toward spiritual universalism, followed by near-death survivors and others, in that order.”

(Ring, 1984, p. 314, italics added)

Next, you elaborated on spiritual and religious aftereffects in a section suggestively titled "The Unity of Religions and the Quest for a Universal Religion":

> Indeed, the strongest evidence of NDErs' universalistically spiritual orientation and in many ways the culmination of the qualities already discussed is their belief in the underlying unity of all religions and their desire for a universal religious faith that will transcend the historical divisiveness of the world’s great religions. (Ring, 1984, p. 162)

Finally, you molded these NDE data and aftereffects into a personal belief in and call for

> the emergence of a new messianic movement in our time, one that is planetary in scope and for which the NDE phenomenon itself is pivotal. . . . These persons, I believe, are the true visionaries of our time, the bearers of the emerging myth of the twenty-first century calling us to a cosmic-centered view of our place in creation, a myth that has the power to ignite the fires of worldwide planetary regeneration and thus to save us from the icy blasts of Thanatos's nuclear winter. (Ring, 1988b, pp. 13 and 15, italics added)

Your hortatory use of the NDE continues as we consider the next excerpt.

**Ring Excerpt 6:**

> And that paragraph, seemingly still about the new religion I am urging, ended with a quote from the well known esotericist, Manly Hall, to the effect that in the end, we shall be "one congregation united in truth." I could not remember saying anything like that either—and it turns out I never did. The quote is actually from a book by Charles Flynn, as your
endnotes made clear for the careful reader; but that would not be at all evident from the context of the paragraph, which seemed to be all about me, the avatar of the new NDE religion.

Ken, to avoid any possible misunderstanding, I placed quotations around Hall’s phrase, referenced the source, and did not attribute it to you. In complaining about its inclusion in my paragraph that is mainly about you, are you now attempting to dissociate yourself from Hall’s statement? In the Afterword that you wrote to Charles Flynn’s book, your sentence from which I took this phrase reads: “Clearly, something of note is happening—something big; something on a planetary scale; and something that seems to have the power to make us, as Hall says, ‘one congregation united in truth’” (Ring, in Flynn, 1986, p. 162). There, you clearly aligned yourself with Hall’s phrase. This alignment is further solidified in the rest of this paragraph and the next:

Something universal is surfacing in our time and is surfacing fast, as though there is a certain urgency that it be noticed and acted upon swiftly. NDEs are not simple stories; they are teachings and teachings with a particular relevance now. And the transformations to which NDEs lead are not just individually uplifting; they seem to prefigure something in our collective future, the first indications of which are already apparent.

I am suggesting, of course, that others besides myself who are more than casually interested in the NDE as a phenomenon sense, whether dimly and inchoately or openly and explicitly, some such larger meaning in this. In Heading Toward Omega, for example, I propose that NDEs may point to the next stage of human evolution. . . . [W]e can all participate consciously in the awakening of humanity to its own divinity and speed the day when we shall all more radiantly reflect the Light in our daily lives on planet Earth. (Ring, in Flynn, 1986, p. 163, italics in the original)

Ken, your proposal above that this “something” (most likely your “new messianic movement”) be “noticed” and “acted upon swiftly” clearly fits the definition of “hortatory.”

As to your denial that “A new religion was proposed,” consider the following: you espoused a personal belief that NDErs—as “prophets preaching a religion” (Ring, 1980b, p. 255) and as “the true visionaries of our time” (Ring, 1988b, p. 15)—exhort “teachings with a particular relevance now.” According to your statements, central to these “teachings” is a belief in the “underlying unity of all religions” and in a “universal religious faith that will transcend the historical divisiveness of the world’s great religions.” You promoted these “prophets” and “visionaries,” along with their preachings and teachings, as leaders of “a new
messianic movement in our time, one that is planetary in scope and for which the NDE phenomenon itself is pivotal." This, Ken, is advocacy of an NDE-based religion.

In writing *Light & Death*, I stringently avoided such hortatory rhetoric in several ways. First, to assess the relationships between religious beliefs and the NDE, I evaluated, but *did not comment upon*, these beliefs in my Atlanta Study NDErs using the following scheme:

Bible scholars don't exactly agree on precisely what is meant to be a Christian. But to analyze the results of The Atlanta Study, I had to set up a few boundaries. The only subjects I considered Christian were those who answered "True" to statement 8 [i.e., "Jesus Christ is the Son of God and thus supreme over all other great religious leaders"]. "False" or "don't know" identified them as non-Christian. I further split up the Christian group into those with traditional beliefs and those who were more liberal-minded. Most researchers tend to lump all self-proclaimed Christians together. The problem with this approach is that not everyone who claims to be a Christian accepts the teachings of Christ.... Non-Christians were further divided into atheists and those who believed in God, based on their response to statement 1 [i.e., "There is a God"]. (Sabom, 1988, p. 108)

These categories were set up for research purposes only, not as theological commentary. Since the data (the individual responses to each questionnaire) were acquired and maintained independent of these categories, reanalysis of this data using differently-defined subgroups could, if necessary, be easily undertaken.

Second, in discussing these results, I characterized the spiritual aftereffects of the NDE as *nondirectional*:

One final note: My findings are not meant to suggest that the near-death experience cannot lead to an increase in Eastern religious thought. Depending on factors outside of the NDE itself, either the path to "Omega" or the road to deepened Christianity may be taken. All near-death experiencers are imbued with a sense of increased spiritual fervor, but the direction in which this fervor is expressed is determined by other influences—influences I will examine further in the concluding chapter. (Sabom, 1998, pp. 140–141)

Third, I administered the Hoge Intrinsic Religious Motivation Scale (Hoge, 1972) to both NDEr and control groups. This scale maintains reliability and validity without reference to any one particular belief system. My finding of a statistically-significant deepening of one's closeness to God following an NDE when compared to controls lent scientific credence to my conclusions regarding God and the NDE.
Fourth, I limited my Christian analysis of the NDE to the final chapter unambiguously titled “Conclusions: The Bible and the Near-Death Experience.” This sequestration of my theological analysis has already drawn the ire of one Christian reviewer (Stanford, 1998).

Fifth, I used the Bible in this final chapter to interpret the NDE, not the NDE to interpret the Bible or to advocate a religion. For instance, in analyzing the “Jesus” figures encountered by George Ritchie and Betty Eadie, I concluded that: “Since these teachings of ‘Jesus’ encountered by Ritchie and Eadie contradict Scripture—something the Biblical Christ never did—their ‘Jesus’ is clearly not the same as the historical Jesus of Scripture” (Sabom, 1998, p. 217). Here, as elsewhere, I compared the NDE to Biblical facts, not to personal opinion.

Sixth, I reinforced in this final chapter the nondirectional spiritual nature of the NDE: “Spiritually-charged near-death experiencers and researchers alike can thus be seen to pursue widely differing paths in search of truth and enlightenment—paths which lead as easily down the road to Omega as down the road to Jesus Christ” (Sabom, 1998, p. 213).

And finally, I ended my book not with the proposition of a “new messianic movement… for which the NDE is pivotal,” or with NDE-contrived proof of the Christian religion, but with the specific warning that one’s choice of a religion should not rest on “taking a stand on a vision during the waning moments of life” (Sabom, 1998, p. 223).

Ring Excerpt 7:

This small paragraph then continued by averring that the new religion would evince (now apparently quoting me) “a marked shift toward Eastern religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism and spiritual universalism” (p. 135). Mike, I have searched in vain to try to find the source of that quote, which your notes say can be found on p. 158 of my book. But there is no such quote there. Where did you get it?

My apologies, Ken. I should not have used quotation marks here since my reference was to the content, not the actual words, of this phrase. On page 158 of Heading Toward Omega you wrote:

In the public mind, therefore, it [reincarnation] has come to be associated primarily with Eastern religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism… What I found here paralleled and reinforced my earlier findings: NDErs do appear to be more inclined to a reincarnational perspective following their experience and, not surprisingly, appear to be more sympathetic to Eastern religions as well. (Ring, 1984, p. 158)
You wrote elsewhere that your NDErs shifted toward "a universalistically spiritual orientation," and for many, this shift was a "tremendous leap" (Ring, 1984, p. 314). Taken together, these references support the accuracy of the phrase "a marked shift toward Eastern religions such as Hinduism and Buddhism and spiritual universalism."

**Ring Excerpt 8:**

Next came your "conspiracy theory,"—specifically the four near-death researchers you had previously implicated as the welcoming committee for the new NDE religion. It turns out that I knew all of these people, they all were affiliated with assorted branches of IANDS, and I had furthermore befriended them in various ways. True enough, I guess. But there is the clear implication in your account of all this that my favors did not come for free. No, there was apparently some sort of sinister influence—my Svengali nature, I guess—that I was exerting over these people, fostering some kind of subtle conspiracy among us to slant the data so as to promulgate the new religious world view, as "new swords were forged to wage new religious wars" (p. 136).

But, Mike, surely you must know this is pure hokum, tinged by a certain seeming paranoia.

As for Margot Grey, [description of Ken's relationship with Margot Grey and his surprise that] Margot had somehow contrived to write, entirely independently of my own research during these past three years, her own version of Heading Toward Omega! I could scarcely believe what I was reading in Margot's book—precisely because it was so close to what I had put into mine.

So much for my purported influence, Mike. One might just as well say that Charles Darwin influenced Alfred Russell Wallace. We just independently were hearing the same thing from our respondents and simply wrote up what our NDErs were telling us as faithfully as we could. Much the same thing was true for the other researchers you name, and I could give you more supporting details there, too, but perhaps I have now made it obvious that the only conspiracy that existed was in your head.

Ken, I did not wish to imply, nor did I write, that your relationship with Margot or these other researchers was a "conspiracy." I wrote:

What concerned me here was not having a friendship with Ken Ring or holding membership in IANDS—I claimed both for myself. My concern was that the independence of the replications of these major NDE studies appeared compromised, and the samples collectively might not be representative of the population of near-death experiencers as a whole. IANDS was the center and substance of most of this research. IANDS had become a wonderful support group for experiencers and researchers alike. But its membership was generally recognized as not representative of the general population.
For instance, in *Heading Toward Omega*, Ken qualifies his conclusion that NDErs lead to spiritual universalism in the following way: “Given that virtually all respondents are members of IANDS, however, this result is not particularly unexpected” [Ring, 1984, p. 314]. Bruce Greyson, the research director of IANDS, has likewise admitted that the IANDS research pool, which has been heavily used by NDE researchers, is “not comparable to the general population” [Greyson, 1983, pp. 618–620].

As I was pondering this situation, I came across a curious thread [i.e., reincarnation] that was woven into the fabric of many of these studies, a thread that appeared to confirm my suspicions of a subtle bias in this research. (Sabom, 1998, pp. 136–137)

It was this “subtle bias” present in IANDS’ research pools which concerned me, not a “conspiracy.” And this “subtle bias” appeared to extend to or (more likely) to originate from the worldviews of many of the IANDS researchers. For instance, you claimed that you “do not have any affiliation with any spiritual tradition or religious organization” (Ring, 1998, p. 303). On the other hand, your worldview is clearly hostile to “evangelical” and “conservative” Christianity (see excerpts 12 and 13) and sympathetic to Eastern religious traditions, which support the doctrine of reincarnation:

[In my own work, especially *Heading Toward Omega*, I have drawn quite extensively on Gopi Krishna’s writings and have cited him repeatedly in connection with my hypothesis that the NDE is an evolutionary catalyst in humanity’s ascent toward higher consciousness. I mention this only to make it clear that I, too, like many others, esteem the work and views of “the sage of Srinagar” (Ring, 1988a, pp. 139–140).]

[There are many features of the NDE that are described as components of the experience of dying and the after-death bardo states in *The Tibetan Book of the Dead*... [In the bardo of becoming, it is obvious that should efforts at liberation fail, the individual will eventually find himself drawing ever closer to reincarnation, which is of course an integral part of the teachings of Tibetan Buddhism... [The great majority of near-death experiencers, following their NDE, also come to embrace a reincarnationist view of the life cycle... Thus, here, too, we find further evidence linking the traditional teachings of Tibetan Buddhism on the nature of death with the revelations apparently vouchsafed during the NDE... And to the Tibetan tradition generally our debt is enormous and enduring... (Ring, 1993, pp. 75–84)]

Ken, you have pointed out that persons with “a reincarnational perspective... not surprisingly, appear to be more sympathetic to Eastern religions as well” (Ring, 1984, p. 158). If this is correct, then I would assume the converse is true—that is, persons with an Eastern religious perspective would be more sympathetic to reincarnation. In your case,
your strong embrace of Eastern religious traditions should then make you more sympathetic to, or have a "subtle bias" toward, a belief in reincarnation.

As to your disavowal of any influence in the work of other NDE researchers, you have been, and continue to be, a very influential figure on the NDE scene. To your credit, you are widely-recognized as the "dean" of near-death research, as a past President and founder of IANSD, and as a prolific writer and researcher. You openly share your personal opinions regarding the meaning and implications of the NDE, and you maintain a rich network of friendships within the NDE community, especially with the major researchers named in my book, such as Margot Grey, Charles Flynn, Cherie Sutherland, and Phyllis Atwater.

Given this high-profile position, it is surprising to read your heated response to my suggestion that your stature and relationship with other NDE researchers such as Margot Grey may have influenced their work. She had been invited in 1981

by Kenneth Ring to visit him at the University of Connecticut, where
the newly formed International Association of Near-Death Studies has
its headquarters, in order to collaborate in the research project that
he was conducting there. . . . The individuals chosen to be interviewed
[by Margot] were selected from among the files of case histories in
the archives of IANSD [and were included in her book Return From
Death]." (Grey, 1985, p. 25)

Upon returning to England, Margot followed the research methodology, in her words, "initiated by Kenneth Ring" (Grey, 1985, p. 23). Her interview style "attempted to keep to Dr. Ring's pattern wherever possible" (Grey, 1985, p. 32).

"Shortly after the first draft" of your book Heading Toward Omega had been written, you received her "master's thesis reporting the results of an investigation of NDEs in an English population" (Ring, 1984, p. 334, italics added). Since "first drafts" are not final copies, you then included part of Margot's thesis in Heading Toward Omega (Ring, 1984, p. 334).

In the summer of 1984, you "exchanged books" with Margot. But just as you had studied Margot's thesis (which she has stated formed the basis of her Return From Death) prior to completion of Heading Toward Omega, Margot studied your same book prior to completion of Return From Death. Margot wrote: "Shortly after completing the first draft of this book [Return From Death], I was presented a copy of Heading Toward Omega. . . . (Grey, 1985, p. 152, italics added).

This sharing and cross-pollination of research resulted in the unreferenced recitation of your key ideas from Heading Toward Omega
in Margot's chapter on "Explanations and Interpretation of NDEs" in *Return From Death*. Identical ideas in both books seem to have originated from a 1982 article you wrote in *Anabiosis*, the predecessor of this Journal. Consider, for instance, your "psychodynamic interpretation" of the NDE as it appeared in this 1982 article:

Another variant of this kind of interpretation has it that the individual who was, after all, very close to death has unconsciously registered the physical symptoms of his near-death state and has used them as an inadvertent basis on which to generalize to "the death of the world." That is, since he is dying, he somehow transforms this into "the world is dying." (Ring, 1982, p. 64)

In *Heading Toward Omega*, you repeated this idea:

Another variant is that the individual who was, after all, very close to death has unconsciously registered the physical symptoms of his near-death state and has generated them inadvertently to "the death of the world"—i.e., since he is dying, he somehow transforms this into "the world is dying." (Ring, 1984, p. 210)

And in *Return From Death*, Margot dutifully followed suit:

Another version of this kind of possibility has been suggested by Kenneth Ring, whereby an individual who is, after all, very close to death at the time could have unconsciously registered the physical symptoms of [his or her] near-death state and [have] used them as an inadvertent basis on which to generalize... "the death of the world." That is, since he is dying, he somehow transfers this into "the world is dying." (Grey, 1985, p. 178)

Consider further your "Zeitgeist interpretation" in the 1982 article:

Is it not possible, then, that near-death survivors are simply "picking up on" what many people already think and feel? If this were so, no special weight need be given these visions.... (Ring, 1982, p. 65)

In *Heading Toward Omega*, you repeated:

Is it not possible, then, that near-death survivors are simply "picking up on" what many people already think and feel? If this were so, no special weight need be given these visions... (Ring, 1984, p. 212)

And in *Return From Death*, Margot again followed suit:

However, as Dr. Ring suggests, since "All these fears and expectations... have been 'in the air' for some time, is it not possible that near-death survivors are simply 'picking up on' what many people think and feel? If this were the case then no special significance need be given to these visions. (Grey, 1985, p. 181)
In the end, Margot acknowledged with great deference that she had “examined some of the explanations and interpretations offered by other researchers, but more especially by Kenneth Ring” (Grey, 1985, p. 182).

Thus, Ken, much of what ended up in your former intern’s Return From Death were your NDErs, your research methodology, your interview style, your explanations, and your interpretations obtained directly from you, from your Anabiosis article, and from a hand-delivered copy of Heading Toward Omega. Needless to say, this relationship between you and Margot cannot be compared, as you have done, to one of two complete strangers such as Charles Darwin and Alfred Russell Wallace. I stand by my statement in Light & Death that “the independence of the replications of these major NDE studies appeared compromised.”

**Ring Excerpt 9:**

*Indeed, I think you have very usefully brought to our attention the importance of reexamining some of the generalizations that have been widely accepted in NDE research thus far—and I, too, would urge that more studies like yours be undertaken to test the limits or even the validity of these generalizations.*

*The only thing I take exception to here is again a rather veiled implication that previous research was somehow slanted to produce a particular result or that other researchers made it clear to their respondents beforehand what their religious views were, whereas only your studies have been objective. You may not have intended to put it quite this way, but such statements convey a certain snideness that is just unworthy of you. Your methodological points are cogent enough without your having to resort to these gratuitous comments that are more suggestive of smears than reproofs.*

Ken, we have already established that selecting subjects from the IANDS research pool does produce “slanted” results—not intentionally perhaps, but slanted nevertheless. Moreover, you did make your religious worldviews known to many of your IANDS-associated respondents either prior to your interviews through writing, classroom teaching, public presentations, and media appearances; or during your interviews which “transcended the usual relationship that exists between interviewer and interviewee” (Ring, as quoted in Moody and Perry, 1988, p. 160) and included “informal but far-ranging conversations” (Ring, 1984, p. 27) which were “very different from arranging to interview a near-death survivor in a neutral setting on a single occasion” (Ring, 1984, p. 25). These interviewing flaws, you note, “are not small points, but are major shortcomings” (Ring, 1984, p. 30).
On the other hand, my interviewing technique utilized a formal, structured format (Sabom, 1998). Furthermore, "to add objectivity, The Atlanta Study interviews were conducted in a neutral setting, and the religious views of the researcher were not discussed prior to the interview" (Sabom, 1998, pp. 139–140).

Ring Excerpt 10:

Finally, since at the end of your chapter you returned, one last time, to the idea that some NDErs may after all be led to follow the road to Omega, perhaps this is the point for me to divulge something else to you that may surprise you. Indeed, I suspect it may well astonish you. . . . But I can assure you that quite a few of my NDEr friends and colleagues have heard me say in recent years that I no longer am walking, much less leading the way, toward Omega.

[L]et me simply quote from a letter I wrote a while back to a long-time NDEr friend of mine:

My views have changed quite drastically in some respects since I published Heading Toward Omega. In particular, I have forsworn my previous hypothesis about NDEs leading to "Omega" or anywhere else. I no longer think, and haven't for years now, that NDEs are part of a vanguard of folks leading us to the glory of higher consciousness. I won't deny that NDEs themselves can be transformative experiences for those who undergo them, but I do not think that such changes will spread like a kind of wildfire of consciousness to affect all of humanity.

Indeed, Ken, I am astonished and pleased at this reversal. But I am also a bit confused. In an interview published in 1997 you stated:

The implication of the transformations that come about because of an NDE is that if you look at the NDE not merely as an experience of individual transformation but as a collective mass phenomenon, and if you note the kinds of changes there are occurring on a mass scale to millions of people across the world who have had this kind of experience, and who have undergone its transformative energies, then what the NDE collectively may represent is an evolutionary thrust toward a higher consciousness for all humanity. . . . So I see the NDEs as being potentially very important, not just for the individuals who undergo them but for a new planetary awareness, a higher level of consciousness for the human species as a whole. (Valarino, 1997, pp. 146–147, italics added)

In the Introduction to Lessons from the Light, you wrote:

Indeed, as I have tried to suggest in my earlier books, especially Heading Toward Omega and The Omega Project, NDErs—and others who
have undergone similar awakenings by other means—may be the
harbingers of humanity's evolution toward higher consciousness." (Ring,
1998, p. 4, italics added)

You now write a few months after the 1998 publication of Lessons
from the Light that "for years now" you have shared with friends and
colleagues that you no longer think "that NDErs are part of a vanguard
of folks leading us to the glory of higher consciousness." Which of these
two different positions have you held "for years now": the one expressed
in your privately-shared thoughts and letters, or the one put forth in
your publicly-shared interviews and books?

Ring Excerpt 11:

When we early researchers first began our scientific studies of the NDE,
we were of course under no illusion that we could—or even wanted
to—keep vested religious interests from having a stake in our findings
and making use of them in such a way as to reflect their own point
of view.

Ken, if by "we" you are including me, then you are mistaken. I wanted
to "keep vested religious interests from having a stake" in my findings.
In Recollections of Death I scrupulously avoided any discussion of Chris-
tianity and made only one brief mention of the religious implications of
the NDE:

The religious views of persons encountering an NDE were commonly
strengthened by the experience itself. [Footnote: However, no change
in the basic type of religious belief occurred—that is, no agnostic be-
came a believer, no Protestant a Catholic, no Catholic a Jew.] This
strengthening of previous beliefs was usually evidenced by a marked
increase in formal religious activity or personal commitment. (Sabom,
1982, pp. 129–130)

Since 82 percent of these subjects were Christian, 82 percent pro-
fessed a strengthening of their Christian beliefs, religious activity, and
personal commitment following an NDE. Such results would have been
fertile ground for hortatory Christian rhetoric. However, as noted in
Light & Death under "Skipping Religion": "One thing I didn't do in
my research was to give a second thought to religion. I allowed it no
space in my book [i.e., Recollections of Death], no time in my lectures"
(Sabom, 1998, p. 14). Furthermore, I declined an invitation to use this
research for an Easter sermon since "I had made no effort to point the
reader either toward or away from a belief in Jesus Christ" (Sabom,
I continued to steer clear of theological arguments in my 1996 review on Maurice Rawlings' *To Hell and Back* (1993) in this Journal. You asked me after reading the prepublication manuscript why I had "demurred from taking on Rawlings from a purely Christian or theological point of view," and you actually urged me to consider "this kind of extension" into the theological arena (Ring, personal communication, February 17, 1994). In my reply to you, I wrote:

I have restrained myself on going further at this point, however, since I have been concerned for quite some time that mixing fact (e.g. Rawlings' data or lack thereof) with opinion (e.g. my own interpretation of the NDE and implications for the Christian religion vis à vis Rawlings' mistakes) often mixes two levels of discourse in a detrimental fashion. (Sabom, personal communication, February 19, 1994)

Ken, after urging me to tackle the NDE "from a purely Christian or theological point of view," you now bitterly attack me in the next two excerpts for doing just that!

**Ring Excerpt 12:**

*I do not have the heart, the interest, or the space to try to review here the final chapter of Sabom's book, entitled "The Bible and the Near-Death Experience," where he gave his overall assessment of the nature and meaning of the NDE by openly acknowledging that he meant to use the Bible as his ultimate hermeneutical authority. Suffice it to say that, as an avowed evangelical Christian, Sabom's interpretations are all doctrinally driven and in line with his theological beliefs. There are all the expectable warnings about dabbling with psychic matters, testing the spirits, Satanic deceptions with demons posing as beings of light or even masquerading as the Christ (Sabom, like other fundamentalist critics, strongly implies that this was the case for such celebrated NDErs as Betty Eadie and George Ritchie)—in short, the whole familiar litany of conservative Christian exhortations against anything that might deviate from their understanding of Biblical truth or threaten to undermine it.  

Ken, even though I relied on Biblically-based Christian theology, many of my conclusions were far from the "familiar litany of conservative Christian exhortations." I challenged (without naming names) the opinions of several conservative Christian NDE authors. For instance, I argued against Maurice Rawlings' claim in *To Hell and Back* (1993) that the NDE is a literal trip to the afterlife; and I countered his contention that the religious background of the NDEr determines the "heavenly" or "hellish" nature of the experience. I rebutted Richard
Abanes' conclusion in *Journey Into the Light* that NDEs "take place entirely in the mind" and are "nothing more than biologically based hallucinations built from sensory data and preexisting memories/thoughts/dreams" (Abanes, 1996, p. 108). I clarified several points raised by John Ankerberg and John Weldon in *The Facts on Near-Death Experiences* (Sabom, quoted in Ankerberg and Weldon, 1996, p. 33). And I proposed for the first time a connection between the NDE and the general revelation of God as articulated by the Apostle Paul in his letter to the Romans (Sabom, 1998, pp. 198–202).

**Ring Excerpt 13:**

_In the end, the world according to Sabom seems to be divided into the usual absolute categories: The saved and the damned—and the damnable. Although he did not mention it in his text, in the group of NDErs that Sabom himself identified with—those he called Conservative Christians—86 percent agreed with the statement, “Nonacceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior condemns one to hell in the afterlife.” There you are. I suppose that people like me, most of my friends and family are not likely to receive invitations to their garden parties either. To me, it is particularly dispiriting that although we are supposedly living in a postmodern age, we still find statements like these coming from the cream of Sabom’s NDErs. Why do I have the feeling that instead I am back in Tertullian times, listening to him rage against the Gnostics? Perhaps I need to remind myself that I am still living during an era when fundamentalists in another country have kept Salman Rushdie under a death sentence for more than a decade. I am lucky, I guess—here, I am only told that I will rot in hell because I do not accept Jesus Christ as my personal savior and for my part in perpetuating the universalist heresy._

Ken, contrary to your insinuations here, I “raged” against no one, I put no one “under a death sentence,” and was not “telling” you anything. What you have done is to select a statement from my Spiritual Beliefs Questionnaire, apply that statement to yourself, and then rage back at me as if I had concocted this statement to persecute you. The eleven statements in this questionnaire were based on Old and New Testament principles, including the one that particularly offended you (“Nonacceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior condemns one to hell in the afterlife”) (Sabom, 1998, pp. 107–108). If you believe that this or other statements in my questionnaire are Biblically incorrect, let’s discuss theological specifics. If, on the other hand, you believe that the Bible itself is at fault, then your argument is with it, not with *Light & Death* or me.
You further imply that I am a religious bigot. Nothing could be further from the truth. Even though I hold “pro-life” and “pro-family” views, I, unlike the Muslims you refer to who have Salmon Rushdie under a death sentence, deplore the actions of “Christians” who, in the name of religion, murder abortionists, publish “hit lists” of abortion doctors on the Internet, carry “God hates Fags” placards, or embody such beliefs. Moreover, for years now I have worked closely with two devout Jews in a three-man cardiology practice. I have co-labored with dedicated members of the Muslim, Mormon, and Catholic faiths to advance mutually-held concerns at international United Nations meetings. And I continue to interact, both personally and professionally, with unlike-minded near-death researchers and experiencers. In each of these situations, we recognize and respect our religious differences without resorting to the abusive language and *ad hominem* attacks that you hurl at me in your paper.

**Ring Excerpt 14:**

I suppose it might come as a bit of a shock to the readers of this article to learn that after all my inveighing against the distressing incursion of tendencious religious thought in the NDE movement I have recently written a complimentary foreword to a book by the prominent Mormon NDE researcher, Arvin Gibson. Furthermore, in this book, *The Fingerprints of God* (Gibson, 1999), Gibson made no bones about his Mormon affiliation and indeed devoted the last third of his book to a lengthy discussion of the relationship of the NDE to Mormon history and doctrine. (And this, incidentally, is not the only foreword I have written for NDE-based books by writers with an openly declared allegiance to their own religious tradition.) I mention this chiefly to make it clear that of course I have no objection in principle to books on NDEs written from a religious point of view. Rather, as I trust this article has made plain, what galls me is when their religious investments are concealed or when the theological tail begins to wag the NDE dog.

Your “complimentary” treatment of Arvin Gibson and his Mormon evaluation of the NDE is indeed “a bit of a shock” when compared to your treatment of me! If you truly “have no objection in principle to books on NDEs written from a religious point of view,” then what’s wrong with a Christian point of view?

You claim that what galls you is when “religious investments are concealed or when the theological tail begins to wag the NDE dog.” You certainly cannot accuse me of concealing my religious beliefs in the final chapter of *Light & Death*. Perhaps, on the other hand, you feel that I
let the "theological tail wag the NDE dog." If, by this, you are objecting to a situation in which the theology of the researcher (the "theological tail") influences the NDE data (the "NDE dog"), then I agree with your objection. I have avoided this and spoken out against it (Sabom, 1996). If you are objecting, on the other hand, to the interpretation of the NDE by an overarching theological framework, then I disagree with your objection. In the analysis of the NDE, theology should be the interpreting agent and the NDE the object of that interpretation. If we deviate from this and allow the NDE to interpret theology, then we will have used the NDE to forge a new theology, and thus a new religion—something we both now apparently wish to avoid.

Ring Excerpt 15:

Each near-death experiencer, regardless of his or her belief, or lack of it, is the ultimate authority on the personal significance of the NDE he or she has undergone. Why should any of us presume to make the judgment about or pronounce on its authenticity?

Certainly, each person is the "ultimate authority on the personal significance" of his or her own NDE, since for the individual, authenticity of a personal experience is an individual matter. However, when these experiences are promoted as "teachings" which extend beyond the person involved, then your warning issued in the closing pages of Lessons from the Light becomes apropos:

As always, discrimination and discernment must be exercised, because even in 'the near-death world,' if I may use that expression here, there are persons, including some NDErs, who are not always what they seem, or who suffer from obvious self-inflation or other grandiose tendencies that any prudent person would do well to eschew immediately. In this context, one might use an old but still apt cliche, 'Light casts shadows, too,' and in your forays into the NDE culture, you should not be so focused on the Light that you fail to observe the shadows. Please remember something that should be obvious: NDErs, though they may have seen the Light, are still human and have human failings. Not they, but only the Light should be exalted. So do not let your enthusiasm for these teachings and for what the Light represents blind you to possible excesses in its name. (Ring, 1998, p. 303)

Here, Ken, you have hit upon the most pressing problem facing NDE research—discerning "the Light" from its "shadows," truth from falsehood. In your efforts to "give away the fruits of the NDE Tree of Knowledge" (Ring, 1998, p. 3), however, you never mention how you judged
these fruits to be "what the Light represents" from "human failings" or "possible excesses in its name."

Consider, for instance, these NDEs reported by those whom you respect—NDEr George Ritchie and researchers Margot Grey, Bruce Greyson, and Nancy Bush:

What I saw horrified me more than anything I have ever seen in life.... There was no fire and brimstone here; no boxed-in canyons, but something a thousand times worse from my point of view. Here was a place totally devoid of love. This was HELL. (Ritchie, 1991, p. 25)

I felt I was in hell. There was a big pit with vapour coming out and there were arms and hands coming out trying to grab mine... I was terrified... I have never believed in hell, I feel God would never create such a place. But it was very hot down there and the vapour or steam was very hot. At the time I did not think very much about it, but in the intervening years I have realized both good and evil exist. The experience has transformed my life. (Grey, 1985, p. 63)

He [Jesus Christ] led me from a side of bliss to a side of misery. I did not want to look, but he made me look—and I was disgusted and horrified and scared... it was so ugly. The people were blackened and sweaty and moaning in pain and chained to their spots. And I had to walk through the area back to the well. One was even chained to the evil side of the well. The man was so skeletal and in such pain—the one chained by the side of the well—I wanted to help him, but no one would—and I know that I would be one of these creatures if I stayed. (Greyson and Bush, 1992, p. 106)

According to you, Ken, these NDEs fall into the category of "human failings" or "excesses."

The fear associated with these encounters [i.e., hellish NDEs] is mediated by the human ego, which is ultimately an empty fiction.... Thus, it is the transcendent and not the frightening NDE that is, after all, a leaking through of ultimate reality. Frightening NDEs merely reflect the fact that hell is actually the experiences of an illusory separative ego fighting a phantom battle. (Ring, 1994a, p. 22)

But other researchers, such as Arvin Gibson, disagree: "From the Scriptures, and from the [near-death] experiences of those who have endured an encounter with evil spirits, it is abundantly clear that Satan, his followers, and hell, are real" (Gibson, 1994, p. 259).

Who's right and who's wrong? Is the existence of hell a truth from the light or a falsehood from its shadow? You wrote: "Empirics will not help us here; this has more to do with personal axiomatic presuppositions relevant to the NDE itself" (Ring, 1994b, p. 60, italics added).

So, in the end, your directive that "only the Light should be exalted" is reduced to a reliance on "personal axiomatic presuppositions." To a
large extent, I agree with you here. This is not meant to imply, however, that *no* intrinsic truth and meaning can be gleaned from the NDE itself. In *Light & Death* I wrote that “near-death experiencers consistently demonstrate a deepened belief in the existence and universal laws of God following their experience—a finding in support of my contention that the NDE involves the general revelation of God [as found in Romans 1:19–20; 2:15]” (Sabom, 1998, p. 214). However,

[i]f Ring, I and others are talking about a similar relationship of the near-death experience to God, then why do we differ so markedly in other beliefs concerning his Son Jesus Christ, his Word as revealed in the Bible, and in the nature of heaven and hell? John Calvin elegantly explains:

> The manifestation of God [within the general revelation] is choked by human superstition and the error of the philosophers.... Surely, just as waters boil up from a vast, full spring, so does an immense crowd of gods flow forth from the human mind, while each one, in wandering about with too much license, wrongly invents this or that about God himself. (Calvin, quoted in McNeill, 1960, p. 65)

Spiritually-charged near-death experiencers and researchers alike can thus be seen to pursue widely differing paths in search of truth and enlightenment—paths which lead as easily down the road to Omega as down the road to Jesus Christ. As with so much of life, the presuppositions we bring to an issue can direct our conclusions. (Sabom, 1998, pp. 212–213)

For me, the truth of the Bible is my one presupposition. This presupposition is backed by centuries of careful research conducted by authorities such as William Ramsay, regarded as one of the greatest archeologists ever. Initially convinced that the New Testament Book of Acts was not a trustworthy account, Ramsay conducted an extended investigation of the writings of Luke, the author of Acts. He was forced to conclude that “Luke is a historian of the first rank...this author should be placed along with the very greatest of historians” (Ramsay, in McDowell, 1981, pp. 43–44). In addition, Sir Fredric Kenyon

> was the director and principal librarian at the British Museum and second to none in authority in issuing statements about manuscripts.... [After intense investigation, Kenyon concluded:] “Both the authenticity and the general integrity of the books of the New Testament may be regarded as finally established.” (Kenyon, in McDowell, 1981, p. 48)

These and other authoritative investigators attest to the veracity of my presupposition—a presupposition which affirms the deity of Jesus
Christ, not the road to Omega; and the reality of hell, not hell as "empty fiction."

You, on the other hand, reassured your readers that you “do not have any affiliation with any spiritual tradition or religious organization.” This seemingly gave you free rein to interpret your “lessons from the Light” without the shackles of any “spiritual tradition or religious organization.” But, at the same time, this self-declared nonaffiliation reduced these “lessons” for which “[e]mpirics will not help” to personal opinion—opinion which may be right, in some instances, and sadly wrong in others. Recall the folly of your “youthful indiscretion” which led you (and others with you) to “Omega.” Is your assessment of the “hellish” NDE as “empty fiction” any more reliable? Perhaps near-death experiencer and researcher Nancy Bush said it best:

From a practical standpoint, Ring’s dismissal of the frightening NDE as phantasmagory echoed remarkably like Ronald Siegel’s (1980) insistence that all NDEs are merely hallucinations, not to be taken seriously. . . . No one knows the number of individuals whose lives are being shaped in the awesome, awakened consciousness of a “realer than real,” terrifying encounter. They—and all of us—deserve to hear more than “It’s only. . . .” (Bush, 1994, pp. 50 and 53)

Having now addressed these 15 excerpts from your paper, Ken, I recognize that our differences have severely strained our friendship. I sincerely regret this and hope for reconciliation. Although we disagree on major issues involving the NDE, I have always valued you as a friend and gifted researcher. I look forward to our meeting again.

The audience for the airing of these differences, however, extends well beyond the two researchers involved. It includes persons such as Deborah Drumm—the nurse who, while dying from incurable breast cancer, found that the most important factor in her psychological recovery has been the regular reading of near-death experiences (NDEs) from the works of Kenneth Ring, Raymond Moody, Melvin Morse, and others. I keep these books by my bed. For the six weeks after news of my recurrence, not a single day went by that I did not read or reread some of the accounts. Still, when I begin to feel fear or sink into depression, reviewing these accounts is my first line of defense. (Drumm, 1993, p. 189)

If people like Deborah are making NDE books “their first line of defense,” then we NDE authors owe it to them, as well as to ourselves, to speak the truth in love.
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Religious Wars or Healthy Competition in the NDE Movement?

Arvin S. Gibson
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ABSTRACT: In the early years of near-death research many organized religions rejected the near-death experience (NDE) as a legitimate expression of religious faith. More recently numerous religious apologists have laid claim to NDEs as verifying particular theological beliefs. I see this as a healthy competition between religions, and a competition that results from the very success of the near-death research effort. Religious apologists, however, must be reasonably objective in any juxtapositions of religious philosophy with NDE findings. I point out some problems in this regard with Michael Sabom's recent work. I also argue that Kenneth Ring's recent statements that we might not now be headed toward "Omega" as he once thought may be premature.

Some time ago my friend and fellow near-death researcher, Kenneth Ring, sent me a preliminary draft of his essay (Ring, 2000) stimulated by Michael Sabom's book, Light & Death (1998), and asked me to comment on it. Since I had recently read Sabom's book I readily agreed. As I expected, Ring's paper was full of thought-provoking ideas. I found particularly fascinating his development of the interrelationship between the secular goals of the International Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS) with the gradual, and more recent rapid, shift to a religious thrust.

One issue raised by both Ring and Sabom that needs to be addressed is the so-called intrusion of religion into the province of secularists who present their more "objective" views of near-death research findings. My perspective is that this competitive thrust by religion into the world of the near-death experience (NDE) is a healthy event and one occasioned by the success of decades of research on NDEs.

Arvin S. Gibson is a free-lance author with a major interest in near-death experiences and research. Reprint requests should be addressed to Mr. Gibson at 103 East 300 South, Kaysville, UT 84037-3508 (e-mail: AGibson728@aol.com).
Heading Toward Omega

Ring's essay summarized his reasons for changing his ideas about reaching Omega. He pointed out that his ideas have matured since he originally wrote *Heading Toward Omega* (1984), and he is no longer as optimistic about civilization's ability to become more civilized. From my perspective, I would not be too quick to dismiss the Omega theory. It is true that people have been hoping and searching for Camelots, Shangri-Las, Edens, and Omegas since the dawn of time. But Ring's own research has indicated progress. In the 1970s he conducted some very insightful studies, which he reported in *Heading Toward Omega* (1984) in a chapter labeled "Planetary Visions of Near-Death Experiencers." Numerous individuals that he interviewed reported having seen in vision catastrophic events occurring in the early 1980s, which did not occur as envisioned.

My research showed, and continues to show, similar findings. Howard Storm's experience shed the most light on the subject. In his NDE he saw a disastrous worldwide depression occurring in the near future. But then he also saw an alternative scenario in which universal peace and plenty were achieved. He was told that the alternative scenario could occur if the world turned in a more righteous direction (Gibson, 1994).

It would seem, then, since we have not yet fallen into Armageddon, that the world must have moved somewhat in the direction of Omega. So let us not completely abandon hope. It is true that there is much in the world that represents evil of the worst kind. But there is also much to illustrate righteousness of the highest kind. The media amply illustrate the former, but there is less disclosure given to the gentle acts of goodness done each day by millions of people. There are still Mother Theresa's in the world.

Religious Wars in the NDE Movement

Sabom has a chapter in his book entitled "Church: Battleground for the NDE," and Ring titled his paper, "Religious Wars in the NDE Movement." Rather than "religious wars," I would use the term "religious competition." Despite what one calls it, I agree that there is such competition. One of the most fascinating aspects of this increased desire to be identified with the NDE movement has to do with the reasons for wanting to latch onto the NDE bandwagon.
In the early years of near-death studies many organized religions rejected such experiences as being false imitations of the religious experience—or worse, being Satanic. The Latter-day Saint (LDS) or Mormon Church, to which I belong, could not reject them out-of-hand even if it wanted to, because similar experiences were so firmly embedded in the church’s history. But why the intense desire by many, if not most, religions to now associate themselves with the NDE?

In my view the reason has to do with the success of near-death researchers and experiencers in convincing the world (aside from an isolated portion of the scientific community) that these experiences are real and cannot be readily dismissed. Moreover it has become increasingly clear to objective observers that there is a spiritual and otherworldly component of the NDE that really should have a home in the world’s religions. Because of the widespread recognition of these facts the religious community has reconsidered its original judgments of this burgeoning phenomenon. Too many of their members are now challenging the hierarchies to explain individual experiences, which can no longer be authoritatively dismissed so easily.

So, what must apologists for various religions, such as Sabom and I, do? Obviously, we should look for patterns in the NDE that are similar to patterns found in our own theologies. The problems come in how we identify and present those patterns. Our inherent biases can obscure or even emasculate our findings if we are not careful—just as can the biases of non-religionists. Ring’s essay was very clear on these hazards. As he so carefully pointed out, there is nothing inherently wrong with presenting the research results from a religious apologetic, as long as the results are displayed accurately and objectively. It is only when the conclusions of the author are at odds with the data or are force-fitted into a formulaic rendition of the particular religion being studied that he or she should be called to task. Unfortunately, in that regard, I did find that Sabom misquoted and distorted some of Ring’s work.

Ring did take to task, perhaps with some justification, a few of my Mormon colleagues for not declaring their religious affiliations in their NDE writings. It is interesting to me, though, that Mormons are so often chastised for not identifying themselves as such, while there is no similar cry for, say, Episcopalians to similarly identify themselves. Even more importantly, I wait in vain for an outcry against those antireligious authors, many in academia, to declare their philosophic stripes. Their writings are often assumed to be “objective” when, in fact, their antireligious biases permeate their writings.
Ring quoted Raymond Moody's book, *The Last Laugh* (1999), in which Moody derided "funda-Christians" with satiric humor. Moody's humor was directed at that group, again, perhaps with some justification, because of their attacks on his earlier writings. Here, Ring made a good point as he illustrated another aspect of the "religious wars," and it is a pity. If one were to identify a single word that exemplifies the message of those who glimpse eternity in their near-death journeys, that word would be "love." Surely we in the religious community—and those in the secular community—can pick up on this message of love and incorporate more of it in our writings.

As a final observation to be made at this point, therefore, I would make a plea for greater collegiality amongst those of us attempting to present data that may or may not correlate well with our particular philosophies. In a sense this competition for a place at the table should be embraced rather than shunned. It surely is a recognition by the religious community that near-death research is succeeding in its goal of bringing greater knowledge of what the NDE is all about. And so I appeal to Sabom and Ring, for heaven's sake (and I expect to join them in that not-so-exclusive place), in their future writings to use their obviously formidable talents to strengthen each of us in our attempts to demonstrate to the world the magnificence of the NDE message. And as Ring's Omega goals of yesteryear dreamt of an increasingly spiritual dawning, let us all be participants in helping to bring that dream closer to reality.
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